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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was commissioned by Wired Safety, an Internet Safety and Educational
charity. It examines a range of harms potentially associated with online gambling, and
alternative methods for mitigating or minimizing them. Recognizing that the current U.S.
prohibitionist regime with respect to online gambling is largely ineffective in achieving
its aims, and provides no platform or opportunity for the implementation of most of the
relevant harm-reduction strategies, we find that an alternative regime of legalization and
regulation of online gambling would likely improve consumer welfare and protections.
The body of this report evaluates a range of strategies, both regulatory and technological,
that could be used to mitigate potential harms associated with online gambling more
effectively.
Notwithstanding the current prohibitionist legal and regulatory approach, millions of U.S.
residents gamble online through offshore gambling sites. As a result, the United States
finds itself in the unfortunate position of incurring all the social costs of online gambling
while having no control over the gaming sites that serve U.S. residents. The United
States cannot disqualify industry participants from competing effectively for U.S.-based
customers or offer its residents any consumer protections. Nearly all states permit some
form of commercial gambling, and the industry is large and well-established. Clearly,
policymakers have extensive precedent from which to draw strategies to mitigate the
potential social harms of gambling.
Although some controls used in bricks-and-mortar casinos may not translate well to
online gambling, several of the risks we examined become more amenable to control
online. New technologies can be effective, even for those risks that are more difficult to
address online. For example, geolocation and age verification technologies can help turn
potentially significant risks into manageable ones.
In this study, we analyze 10 specific risks that others have suggested are potentially
associated with online gambling: gambling by minors, fraud by operators, fraud by
players, organized crime, money laundering by players, money laundering by operators,
violation of jurisdictional prohibitions, breaches of data confidentiality, lack of site
security, and problem gambling. It is important that regulators treat each of these
potential risks differently. For some risks (such as players cheating other players), the
public interest and the interests of the gaming industry align, making a cooperative
regulatory relationship natural. For others (such as those involving potentially criminal
conduct by operators), a strict enforcement regime would be more appropriate. Still other
potential risks (such as underage and problem gambling) call for a more nuanced
regulatory approach involving a mixture of strict enforcement, effective nonprofit
support, community education, and cooperation, in keeping with the more complex
motivations and incentives facing site operators.
For each of the 10 risks, we examined a set of regulatory methods and technologies that
would provide a reasonable degree of risk management in a regulated environment. Most
of these methods have already been implemented in some form in other jurisdictions.
The United Kingdom, Alderney, Gibraltar, and others have successfully implemented
vi

regulation, and nearly all of the well-regulated jurisdictions we studied address the 10
risks to some degree.
The establishment of a well-regulated industry under U.S. jurisdiction would offer far
better protection against online gambling’s potential social harms than outright
prohibition. Combining a thoughtful regulatory scheme with education, technology tools,
and support appears to be the most effective means of handling the realities and risks of
online gambling in the United States. Therefore, we recommend that plans for regulating
online gambling include the design and use of different risk-management strategies
tailored to the different classes of risk that are associated with Internet gambling. In the
end, consumers in the United States would be better protected than they are now.
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I.

OVERVIEW OF APPROACH AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Congress is debating legislation that would remove the existing prohibition on the use of the
Internet for most types of gambling.1 The proposed legalization of online gambling would be
conditioned on the imposition of regulation designed to limit or prevent potential harms such as
underage gambling, money laundering, and problem gambling.
A key issue in the debate over legalization of online gambling is whether regulation and
technology could effectively control such potential harms. Some of the opposition to
legalization reflects a perception that online gambling—in contrast to gambling in bricks-andmortar casinos—would be difficult, if not impossible, to regulate effectively.
This study reviews the research literature and international approaches to online gambling.
WiredSafety (the Internet safety and educational charity) has commissioned this study to help
inform the legalization debate and to help educate the public on the risks associated with online
gambling and the best ways to address those risks.
We note that our expertise is in regulatory policy and its relationship to risk analysis, rather than
in any extensive prior knowledge of the gaming industry and gambling behavior per se. We
have critically reviewed the existing literature, evaluated relevant technologies, and interviewed
a range of scholars and practitioner experts, both here and abroad. We have not, however,
conducted any new epidemiological studies or field research. Our distinctive contribution is the
frame for risk management and regulatory analysis, rather than any new scientific inquiry.
Our analysis does not directly address whether online gambling should be legalized. In focusing
on managing risks, we did not weigh moral or religious objections to gambling, nor did we
examine broadly libertarian arguments in favor of allowing adults to engage in pastimes they
may enjoy. We did not conduct any analysis to quantify the benefits of potential tax revenues
attributable to regulated online gambling. Further, we have not focused on any issues of
federalism or on exactly where regulations and laws should fit into the U.S. multijurisdictional
governance structure. Instead, we concentrated more narrowly on the obligations of government
to protect citizens in general, and vulnerable groups of citizens in particular, from unnecessary
exposure to harm.
We sought (1) to identify the specific risks that are associated with, or perceived to be associated
with, Internet gambling; (2) to determine suitable regulatory strategies for controlling or
managing those risks; and (3) to assess how effective those strategies are likely to be. We
identified 10 distinct risks that fall into four broad categories. Those categories are as follows:

1

Internet Gambling Regulation, Consumer Protection, and Enforcement Act, H.R. 2267, 111th Cong. (2009),
http://www.house.gov/apps/list/press/financialsvcs_dem/21frank_008_xml.pdf (last accessed on July 23, 2009),
and Internet Gambling Regulation and Tax Enforcement Act of 2009, H.R. 2268, 111th Cong. (2009),
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgibin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=111_cong_bills&docid=f:h2268ih.txt.pdf (last accessed on August 28, 2009).

•
•
•
•

Gambling by minors
Criminal and fraudulent behavior
Network access, data privacy and security
Problem gambling

On the basis of our review of the existing literature and interviews with academics, regulators,
industry participants, and public interest advocates, we came to the following conclusions:
•
•
•

Online gambling could be regulated effectively if it were legalized.
A well-structured regulatory regime should provide much better social and
consumer protections than the status quo for the risks we identified.
At a minimum, even an imperfect legalization and regulatory regime for online
gambling would give Americans much more protection than they have now. The
current prohibitionist policy is extremely weak: large numbers of U.S. residents
already gamble online, but they do so using offshore sites, many of which are
poorly regulated or unregulated.

For each of the 10 risks we examined, a set of regulatory methods and technologies exist that
would provide a reasonable degree of control, and most of them have been implemented
effectively in other jurisdictions or in other online settings.
Although some controls used in the bricks-and-mortar environment may not translate to online
gambling environments, several of the risks we examined become more amenable to control
online. Comprehensive electronic records and the ability to track financial transactions and
betting patterns provide more opportunities for analysis and audit, and hence improve the
chances of discovering fraud or criminal activity. They also allow gambling websites to provide
tools to mitigate problem gambling in a timely manner.
A.

Our Approach

Our approach has been to identify the specific risks that are perceived to be associated with
Internet gambling and then to determine how best to control or manage them. Those risks are
described below.
1.

Gambling by Minors
a.

2.

Gambling by minors: There is concern that minors might find it
easier to access and use online gambling services in a legalized
environment.

Criminal and Fraudulent Behavior
a.

Defrauding of consumers by site operators: There is the
possibility that online site operators may be more likely than their
bricks-and-mortar counterparts to rig games, refuse to pay out

2

winnings, or simply vanish, taking with them players’ account
balances.

3.

b.

Cheating or defrauding of players by other players: There is a
concern that players could collude to defraud others, particularly in
online poker. Online gambling may offer opportunities for
collusion that are not available in a physical environment with
visual surveillance.

c.

Involvement of organized crime in gambling operations:
Organized crime has a history of involvement with the bricks-andmortar casinos and is now involved in some online commerce.
There is some concern that involvement in the online gambling
industry may be a natural next step.

d.

Money laundering by players: There is concern that players or
groups of players acting in concert could use legitimate gambling
operations for money laundering.

e.

Money laundering by site operators: The possibility has been
raised that site operators could use online gambling operations,
with its significant financial flows, as a cover for money
laundering on a large scale.

Network Access, Data Privacy and Security Issues
a.

Violation of jurisdictional restrictions or prohibitions:
Government at the state, local, and tribal levels has traditionally
exercised control over gambling within a given jurisdiction. The
advent of the Internet has opened the question as to whether
controls mandated by any proposed laws can be enforced within
particular jurisdictions.

b.

Breaches of data confidentiality: To register for play, players
surrender personal or financial data to site operators. Consumers
might be harmed by deliberate or accidental breaches of the
confidentiality of those data.

c.

Communications and computer security failures: Some are
concerned that site operators might not use appropriate security
practices, procedures, and technologies to ensure the integrity of
their sites, the gaming on those sites, and player interactions.
Absent proper security measures, malicious code could be
transmitted to players, game operations could be infiltrated, and
intrusions into the systems could compromise the game play and
security of users.

3

4.

Problem Gambling
a.

Problem gambling behaviors:
Some argue that increased
opportunity to gamble at any time, from anywhere, and at a faster
pace might exacerbate pathological, addictive, or problem
gambling behaviors.

With respect to each of these four categories of risks, we sought to answer three broad questions:
(1)

In the existing prohibitionist legal and regulatory regime,
what level of protection are U.S. consumers afforded?

(2)

With legalization, could these risks be addressed more
effectively than they are now, and assuming legalization,
what regulatory strategy is best suited for addressing these
risks?

(3)

What are the potentially relevant technologies and methods
available for effective risk mitigation, and how might other
parties contribute toward effective control?

Our answer to the threshold question of whether online gambling can be effectively regulated
came out of our analysis of these more specific questions.
B.

The Status Quo Offers No Effective Protection

Many U.S. residents already use online gambling services despite statutory restrictions. Recent
estimates indicate that U.S. gamblers constitute roughly one-fourth to one-third of the global
market for online gambling services.2 The size of the U.S. share of that global market was
estimated to be $5.9 billion in 2008.3
The mainstay of the current prohibitionist regulatory structure is the Unlawful Internet Gambling
Enforcement Act (UIGEA). Instead of criminalizing gambling itself, the UIGEA was intended
to prevent U.S. residents from gambling by placing restrictions on the role of financial
institutions in transmitting payments to and from gaming operators. However, because
workarounds such as e-wallets (essentially a payment processor situated between banks and
gambling sites), phone-based deposits, and prepaid credit cards have proliferated, very few U.S.2

G. Srinivasan, “EU Slams US on Its Remote Gambling, Betting Laws,” Business Line, June 14, 2009,
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2009/06/14/stories/2009061450870400.htm (last accessed on September
10, 2009). Also noted in an August 4, 2009 interview with Simon Holliday, Director of H2 Gambling Capital
(U.K.). Also see Simon Holliday et al., Internet Gambling Market Overview: AGA Internet Gaming Task
Force, H2 Gambling Capital, December 2, 2008, p. 8.

3

From H2 Gambling Capital, cited in American Gaming Association, Internet Gambling, AGA Fact Sheet,
http://www.americangaming.org/Industry/factsheets/issues_detail.cfv?id=17 (last accessed on August 27,
2009).
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based gamblers are presently much inconvenienced.4 Most gamblers are either unaware of or
confused by the patchwork of federal and state restrictions, and many are readily guided by
unregulated online gambling sites toward financial mechanisms that they can use to make
deposits and withdrawals.5
The net effect is that the U.S. attempt to prohibit online gambling has instead pushed it offshore.
Sites are readily available to U.S. residents through the essentially borderless medium of the
Internet. Some sites are well-regulated, such as those based in the United Kingdom, Alderney,
and Gibraltar, and others are less-well-regulated or unregulated, such as those in Antigua,
Grenada, or the Kahnawake Mohawk territory. (Of course, it is the less-well-regulated
international sites that provide easier access to U.S. consumers.) As a result of the global
gaming industry’s adaptations to the U.S. strategy, the United States finds itself in the
unfortunate position of
•
•
•
•

incurring all the social costs related to U.S. residents’ online gambling;
exercising no jurisdiction or control over the gaming sites that serve U.S.
residents;
being unable to offer U.S. residents who choose to gamble on overseas sites any
consumer protections or to implement any other harm-reducing strategies; and
being unable to qualify industry participants or even exclude criminal groups
from competing for U.S.-based customers.

In an effort to address this reality and enforce current restrictions more aggressively, federal
officials recently instructed four banks to freeze accounts belonging to online payment
processors. The frozen accounts apparently contained funds owed to some 27,000 people who
used offshore poker websites.6 Such financially based efforts seem to have had only a temporary
chilling effect.7 Over the long run, it is probably not feasible for the federal government to
prevent U.S. residents from accessing foreign sites via the Internet. Unlike China or Iran, for
example, the United States has displayed no appetite for centralized control of the Internet to
block citizens’ access to undesirable sites.

4

USAplayers.com, USA Poker Deposit Methods, http://www.usaplayers.com/poker/deposit-methods/index.html
(last accessed on August 8, 2009), and USAplayers.com, Online Poker Deposits and the UIGEA,
http://www.usaplayers.com/deposit-methods/articles/poker/online-poker-deposits-and-the-uigea.html
(last accessed on August 8, 2009).

5

Bo Bernhard et al., Internet Gambling in Nevada, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, April 2007, at p. 26. Also
see, Gilbert M. Gaul, “Players Gamble on Honesty, Security of Internet Betting,” The Washington Post,
November 30, 2008, p. A12.

6

Tamara Audi, “U.S. Deals Blow to Online-Poker Players,” The Wall Street Journal, June 10, 2009,
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124459561862800591.html (last accessed on August 3, 2009).
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Noted in an August 4, 2009 interview with Simon Holliday, Director of H2 Gambling Capital (U.K.).
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Nor would criminalization of the gambling itself be an effective strategy.8 First, it would likely
generate a massive pool of lawbreakers, almost none of whom would make attractive targets for
criminal prosecution—because it would likely be a waste of law enforcement resources to pursue
individual online gamblers. Second, it would exacerbate the dangers of consumer fraud at online
gambling sites by making aggrieved consumers more reluctant to report their experiences.
C.

Legalization and Regulation Would Afford Significantly Better Protection
than the Status Quo

At a minimum, legalization and regulation of online gambling would give Americans much more
protection than does the current prohibitionist regulatory framework. Although the kind of
regulation that would accompany legalization would not be failsafe, it would be a significant
improvement over the current regulatory and enforcement structure. We believe that safeguards
could be implemented that would, on balance, substantially improve protections against the
identified risks. These safeguards would also provide protection equal to or greater than that
provided within the U.S.-based bricks-and-mortar gambling industry. We recognize that no set
of technical or regulatory controls could ever eliminate these risks entirely. But even if the new
fence had a few holes, it would be an improvement over having no fence at all.
The view that online gambling, in contrast to its bricks-and-mortar casino counterpart, is
impossible to regulate reflects an old-fashioned perception of cyber jurisdictional authority.
Many offshore commercial entities that operate online are subject to U.S. legal jurisdiction under
existing long-arm statutes and authority. When coupled with governmental licensing authority,
the ability to police online activities is even more powerful. Legalization with regulation would
provide U.S. authorities with the power to grant or deny licenses and to impose significant
sanctions on noncompliant licensees. Those licenses would be highly valuable to site operators.
Compliance with any regulatory requirements and strict licensing conditions that Congress
chooses to impose in return for the privilege of the license would therefore become a cost of
doing business.
Just as with bricks-and-mortar casinos, the requirement for site operators to maintain a license
gives the government the ability to exclude bad actors as well as impose a broad array of
conditions for, and oversight of, licensees. In contrast, the current prohibitionist policy is
extremely ineffective: large numbers of U.S. residents already gamble online, but they do so
using offshore sites, many of which are poorly regulated.9 With legalization, we would expect
8

Ryan S. Landes, “Layovers and Cargo Ships: The Prohibition of Internet Gambling and a Proposed System of
Regulation,” New York University Law Review, 82 (May 2007): 913–943, at p. 927–936. Also see Gerd
Alexander, “The U.S. on Tilt: Why the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act Is a Bad Bet,” Duke Law
& Technology Review, No. 5 (2008), at ¶44. Also see Roger Clarke and Gillian Dempsey, “The Feasibility of
Regulating Gambling on the Internet,” Managerial and Decision Economics, 22 (2001): 125–132, at p. 130.
Also see Testimony of John Lyons, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary, Establishing
Consistent Enforcement Policies in the Context of Online Wagers, 110th Cong., 1st Session, November 14, 2007,
p. 107.

9

G. Srinivasan, “EU Slams US on Its Remote Gambling, Betting Laws,” Business Line, June 14, 2009,
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2009/06/14/stories/2009061450870400.htm (last accessed on June 30,
2009). Also see Supra at footnote 6.
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that most online gamblers would prefer licensed U.S.-based sites because of their integrity and
security, rather than accept the risks posed by unregulated or poorly regulated sites. A wellstructured regulatory regime would provide better protections against all of the risks we
identified.
This conclusion is supported by the experience of other jurisdictions in regulating online
gambling. Some of these, such as the United Kingdom and Alderney, have adopted regulatory
regimes that appear to provide protection against the identified risks. That may be the most
compelling evidence that online gambling can be effectively regulated.
D.

Regulatory Methods and Technologies for Controlling Each Type of Risk
Already Exist

For each of the 10 risks we examined, a set of regulatory methods and technologies already
exists that would provide a reasonable degree of risk management. Moreover, most of them
have been implemented in other countries. One general insight from regulatory policy, and a
review of other country’s experiences, is that no one size fits all: regulators should treat different
risks differently. The incentives and motivations of different parties vary across risk categories,
as does the locus for detection and control interventions. Understanding the natural incentives of
the gaming industry with respect to each class of risk reveals whether a cooperative regulatory
strategy would likely be more effective than a traditional enforcement-centric one.
For example, for at least one of the risks we identified (protecting the integrity of poker games
by preventing players from colluding or conspiring to cheat other players), the interests of the
public and of the gaming industry align reasonably closely. Both groups are interested in
ensuring the integrity of the games. That makes a more cooperative and less adversarial
regulatory relationship quite natural.
For other risks (such as defrauding of consumers by site operators, involvement of organized
crime, and money laundering by site operators), a strict enforcement regime focused on
identification and rapid exclusion of bad actors is more obviously appropriate. Oversight in
these areas would focus heavily on up-front qualification or “suitability” to exclude those with
criminal histories or connections and persons otherwise lacking in “good character, honesty, and
integrity” as is the case in the bricks-and-mortar space. Enforcement activity would focus on bad
actors, with the goal of exclusion and sanction. The intense and strict monitoring regime for
reputable sites would include provisions designed to prevent or reveal any infiltration over time
by undesirable groups or influences. Such regulations would mirror those now in place for
bricks-and-mortar casinos.
Reputable sites, whose competitive advantage lies substantially with their reputation for
integrity, would not be much troubled by the type of oversight designed to keep the “good
character, honesty, and integrity” bar for admission high and the bad players out. In fact, they
should appreciate such oversight as a positive contribution to the overall public perception of
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their industry, and the regulatory certainty provided by a licensing model would help with the
industry’s overall long-term planning.10
Some risks (gambling by minors, money laundering by players, problem gambling, breaches of
data confidentiality, and lack of site and technology security) present more complex challenges
in terms of regulatory design. If site operators were driven solely by their short-run economic
incentives, they would more likely take bets from minors, problem gamblers, and money
launderers (because the sites gain financially, at least in the short run, from all such bets), and
they might limit their investments in data privacy and security. Site operators might also gain, in
the short run, from abusing or selling personal and financial data provided to them by gamblers.
In the longer term, of course, site operators value their brand names and reputations matter, and
these five risks all figure as reputational risks from the industry’s perspective just as they do in
the bricks-and-mortar gambling industry. By setting the admission bar for licensees suitably
high, U.S. regulators would intend to admit only reputable operators, whose behaviors would be
guided by the value they place on establishing and maintaining a trusted brand. This is the
approach taken by regulators in other jurisdictions—license only reputable firms. Probity
investigations are conducted into the companies and their associates before a license is issued.11
Hence, for these five risks, close supervision would be required if an operator were regarded as a
rational but short-sighted actor. At the same time, a more cooperative and symbiotic regulatory
relationship ought to emerge when reputable operators take a longer-term, strategic view. To
better align site operators’ short- and long-term interests, regulation also would provide for
sanctions, from monetary fines up to and including loss of license for those site operators that
choose to disregard mandated operational and consumer protections.
One strategy to provide longer-term, reputation-based incentives for good behavior is to create
costs to entry—through the regulatory process, licensing fees, or other means—that reduce
incentives to make a quick profit and leave the industry. For all risks created by operator
shortsightedness, regulators need to establish and retain sufficient audit and monitoring systems
so they can see when organizations that are otherwise reputable tilt too heavily toward short-term
gain at the expense of public protection. Regulators should not accept the industry’s
protestations that they can be entirely trusted to take care of such risks without oversight simply
because it is in their interest to do so. It is indeed in the industry’s long-term interests to do so,

10

Noted in an August 13, 2009 correspondence with Katharina Riedl of bwin (Austria).

11

Noted in an interview with Phill Brear, Head of Gambling Regulation at the Gibraltar Regulatory Authority and
an interview with Glenn Gibson, Manager of Technical and Systems Audit at the Tasmanian Gaming
Commission, and Damien Jarvis, Assistant Director of the Liquor and Gaming Branch of the Tasmania
Department of Treasury and Finance (Australia). Also, as noted in an August 31, 2009 correspondence with
John Sealy, Manager of Information Systems and Technology Services at the Licensing, Regulation and
Alcohol Strategy Division of the Northern Territory Department of Justice (Australia), licensees often wish to
be seen as responsible and as good corporate citizens. Also see Testimony of André Wilsenach and Testimony
of Mary Williams, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Financial Services, Can Internet
Gambling Be Effectively Regulated to Protect Consumers and the Payments System? 110th Cong., 1st Session,
June 8, 2007, p. 122 and 140.
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but short-term considerations sometimes prevail, even in major corporations and multibillion
dollar industries.
The following sections of this study describe a variety of control technologies and regulatory
tactics relevant to each risk, and identify the most promising approaches in each case. Table 1,
in Appendix A, lists the 10 risks and for each outlines
•
•
•

the level of protection afforded under the current regime (column 2);
the overall structure and style of regulatory oversight most natural for each risk
(column 3), and
some key points regarding relevant technologies and control strategies (column
4).

Below we summarize key points in relation to each risk.
1.

Gambling by Minors

There is a general concern that underage gamblers may access or attempt to access online
gambling sites.
•

Gambling by minors: A number of technologies routinely used in other industries
can be used to exclude minors from online gambling, including a variety of datamatching techniques, electronic or other submission of documentary evidence of
age, and possibly application of biometric identification systems. The strongest
form of control would require positive matching of a player at the time of
registration against existing databases of known adults, thus excluding minors, as
well as identity-verification prior to initiating any session of play. U.S.-licensed
operators would be expected to use filters and procedures that are as
discriminating as reasonably possible. With respect to U.S. residents, we would
expect available data needed for age-verification to be of high quality and
reliability. Site operators could also be required to provide child-protective
software to parents to help prevent minors from accessing gambling sites.
Alternatively, a separate governmental or nonprofit entity could provide such
software.
2.

Criminal and Fraudulent Behavior

Criminal activity can stem from site operators or the players themselves. The following risks are
related to criminal activity by site operators:
•
•
•

Defrauding of consumers by site operators,
Involvement of organized crime in gambling operations, and
Money laundering by site operators.
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These risks would be effectively limited by a regulatory strategy designed to keep the bar for
admission high and to keep criminals out. Such controls have worked well in bricks-and-mortar
casinos and would operate similarly with U.S.-licensed online site operators. Relevant tactics
include rigorous vetting procedures for new applicants and monitoring of licensed site operator
behavior to prevent or detect regulatory noncompliance, criminal conduct, fraudulent and
deceptive practices, and disregard for consumers’ rights.
Regulatory strategy with respect to these risks would be enforcement-centric with a focus on
excluding operators with criminal histories or connections. Reputable site operators with brands
to protect could not afford to risk damage to their reputations, loss of their licenses, or regulatory
sanctions. Thus, we would expect the industry at large to support the type of demanding
admission standards, regulatory monitoring, and sanctions designed to keep bad actors out of the
business. Players, best positioned to detect improper conduct or consumer fraud by site
operators, would be enabled and encouraged to report site operators’ improper conduct directly
to regulators and others in law enforcement. Players would also have access to U.S. courts for
dispute resolution.
Player criminal behavior falls into two major categories—cheating or defrauding of players by
other players and money laundering by players.
•

Cheating or defrauding of players by other players: Most of the cases of improper
player collusion or cheating that have come to light have been detected by other
players. With a regulator in place for U.S.-licensed sites, players would have
stronger recourse against the sites, or against other players, by lodging complaints
with the regulator or relevant law enforcement agencies. More important,
licensed operators could be required to maintain comprehensive databases of all
betting transactions and these databases could be examined and analyzed by
regulators in the event of an inquiry or the triggering of red flags. Site operators,
who themselves have a strong interest in maintaining the integrity of their games,
could be expected or even required to implement pattern recognition software to
scan routinely for anomalous betting patterns.

•

Money laundering by players: Online gambling operators, like operators of
bricks-and-mortar casinos, would be subject to current anti-money-laundering
regulations. These regulations would require site operators to expend some level
of effort in detecting money laundering. The online environment provides better
opportunities for detecting money laundering by players or player groups than the
bricks-and-mortar casino environment. Site operators could be required to retain
comprehensive data on all deposits, withdrawals, and betting transactions and to
make these data available to regulators for examination and analysis. Given
complete data, most patterns related to money laundering (such as light betting or
matched bets placed by collaborators) would be easier to detect than they are in a
physical environment (where complete transaction histories are available only in
the form of video recordings). Software that detects anomalies and suspicious
behaviors could be operated easily and routinely on digital databases by the site
operators, by regulators, or by both. The site operators’ obligations with respect
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to their own detection of money laundering would form a part of their ordinary
compliance obligations under the licensing regime.
3.

Network Access, Data Privacy and Security Issues

Any U.S. legalization and regulatory regime would likely address the risk of access to online
gambling sites from jurisdictions that prohibit such activity.
•

Violation of jurisdictional restrictions or prohibitions: State, local, and tribal
governments may continue to prohibit or restrict (1) the operation of gambling
sites from within their jurisdictions and (2) online gambling by individuals
resident or physically present within their jurisdiction. Licensed U.S. sites could
be required to take all reasonable steps not to permit registration or participation
by individuals in such states. A range of geolocation technologies are now
available, mostly tied to identification of the user location by reference to their IP
addresses. Such technologies, while not entirely foolproof, have the capability of
reducing risks as much as is required by regulators. IP geolocation, together with
address verification at registration and other controls, can be expected to deter the
bulk of casual attempts to gamble from within restricted states. Determined users,
of course, already have access to foreign sites and would probably continue to use
those rather than go to the trouble of devising sophisticated technological means
for defeating U.S.-based geolocation controls. Regulatory oversight methods
could include audits of U.S.-based operators’ software controls and routine
“mystery shopping” at U.S. sites conducted from locations within states that had
chosen to exercise their rights to restrict online gambling.

Data privacy and security risks include: sites not using commercially appropriate security
systems and practices; intentional or accidental breach of the gambling site’s and user’s data
security; and the introduction of spyware, adware, or malicious code into gambling websites’
software or transmission of such malware to users’ computers.
•

Breaches of data confidentiality: Under legalization and regulation, U.S.-licensed
operators would be subject to all applicable federal and state requirements
regarding data confidentiality and security. Site operators would be subject to
regulatory and potentially criminal sanctions and civil liability for any breaches or
abuses of personal or financial data. Their data-protection controls would be
subject to regulatory audit. There is no reason to believe that licensed online
gambling operators would be any less able or willing to fulfill these obligations
than other online merchants with similar data custody obligations.

•

Communications and computer security failures: Under the current regime, U.S.
authorities have no oversight over security for online gambling sites. With
legalization and regulation U.S. licensed sites would be subject to existing data
protection laws. Furthermore, U.S. regulators would have an opportunity to
require state-of-the-art cybersecurity controls to protect against the introduction of
malicious code or the unauthorized manipulation of games.
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4.

Problem Gambling

It is relatively easy to demonstrate for the other risk categories that a well-structured regulatory
regime coupled with relevant technologies should provide better protection than the status quo.
For problem gambling, however, the potential effect of legalization is less obvious a priori.
Many might assume that pathological or addictive gambling behaviors would be exacerbated by
the increased opportunity to gamble at any time and from anywhere online. But research on this
topic does not support this conclusion. In particular, the link between the availability of online
gambling and increases in the prevalence of problem gambling has not been established.
Nevertheless, some online gamblers would be problem gamblers.
In a well-regulated online environment, gamblers could have opportunities and technologies
made available to them to help curb addictive or problematic gambling behaviors. Such
mechanisms would permit them to limit their gambling volume, deposit rates, loss rates, and the
size of each wager. Users could also access online clinical and self-help resources from links
provided at the gambling site.
The relationship between legalization and potential effects on problem gambling rates must
certainly be examined carefully. Opponents of legalization fear an increase in problem gambling
rates. However, gambling experts in the United States and the United Kingdom have reported
that the prevalence rates for pathological gambling have remained static and low (roughly 0.7%
of the adult population, in both countries) for many years. A large-scale study of gambling
prevalence in the U.K. found the 0.7% rate remaining stable from 1999 through 2007 despite
substantial increases in gambling opportunities during this period.12
Because this issue is likely to receive considerable attention as the United States considers
legalization, we have attempted to analyze the various arguments given as to why the act of
legalization might drive the level of problem gambling up or down. We have identified five
popularly discussed mechanisms through which legalization could drive problem gambling up,
and describe them here along with some observations that help mitigate the anticipated effects:
•

Mechanism: Inhibitions to gamble that are based on would-be gamblers’
knowledge of current legal restrictions would be removed.


12

Observation: Gamblers in the United States are generally ignorant of or
completely confused about existing legal restrictions, and (until very
recently) there has been no enforcement against the gamblers

Noted in a June 10, 2009 interview with Howard Shaffer, Director of the Division on Addictions and Associate
Professor of Psychology in the Department of Psychiatry at the Cambridge Health Alliance. Also see Jacob
Sullum, “Some Bets Are Off: The Strangely Selective and Self-defeating Crackdown on Internet Gambling,”
reasononline, June 2008, http://www.reason.com/news/show/126022.html (last accessed on September 10,
2009). Also see Heather Wardle et al., British Gambling Prevalence Survey 2007, National Centre for Social
Research, Prepared for the Gambling Commission, September 2007,
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/pdf/Britsh%20Gambling%20Prevalence%20Survey%2007%20%20Sept%202007.pdf (last accessed on September 10, 2009), p. 10.
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themselves.13 Hence, the lifting of the prohibition itself is unlikely to have
any significant impact on would-be gamblers’ willingness to gamble
online.
•

Mechanism: Gamblers may be more comfortable gambling online because
licensed operators are reputed to be trustworthy.


•

Mechanism: Gambling opportunities would be ubiquitous and available 24/7.


•

Observation: U.S. residents already have online gambling options
available to them all day, everyday, and from anywhere. So the addition
of U.S.-licensed sites would not alter that particular reality.

Mechanism: Lifting the UIGEA’s restrictions on financial transactions might
make it easier for consumers to place bets online.


•

Observation: The gamblers most likely to be influenced by the
availability of trusted brand-name sites are those who gamble already,
perhaps in the casino environment, and hence know the brands.
Knowledgeable gamblers may indeed shift their business, but this
represents displacement, not overall growth. And the displacement would
be from bricks-and-mortar to online gambling, which can offer many more
options and protections for problem gamblers than can land-based casinos.

Observation: Lifting the restrictions of the UIGEA would not make it
significantly easier for U.S. residents to make deposits to online sites.
Enough workarounds have been designed, and are energetically promoted
to consumers by the offshore sites, to render the existing restrictions
largely ineffective.14

Mechanism: Advertising by licensed online gambling sites might lead to
increased problem gambling.


Observation: Although advertising is one avenue for the expected
increase in online gambling that would follow legalization, little evidence
exists to show whether and to what extent advertising-induced growth in,
or redistribution of, gambling volume might produce increases in problem
gambling rates.15 Furthermore, this mechanism (allowing advertising for

13

The recent seizure of online poker players’ funds was termed an “unprecedented action” by the Poker Players
Alliance. See Supra at footnote 6.

14

See Supra at footnote 4.

15

Noted in an August 4, 2009 interview with Simon Holliday, Director of H2 Gambling Capital (U.K.).
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online gambling sites) is controllable to the extent deemed necessary or
desirable, through regulatory restriction.
We also looked at two mechanisms through which legalization and regulation could drive
problem gambling down:
•

Mechanism:
Tax and license-fee revenue distributions may provide an
opportunity to extend and enhance counseling, treatment, and support programs
for problem gamblers.


•

Observation: Significant tax revenues might be anticipated from U.S.
operators, and revenue distributions from taxes and license fees could
substantially boost publicly funded prevention, counseling, and treatment
programs, as well as research on gambling addiction. Existing budgets for
counseling and treatment services for problem gamblers have been
limited, and most health insurance programs do not currently cover these
services.16

Mechanism: Regulators could require licensed domestic sites to lead the world in
offering a full suite of advice and protections for problem gamblers to an even
greater extent than is the case in bricks-and-mortar casinos.


Observation: U.S.-licensed sites could be required to display offers of
help prominently on their websites, including (1) registration pages that
offer self-diagnostic tests designed to help would-be gamblers understand
their own attitudes and vulnerabilities; (2) web pages that display
prominent links to support and counseling services; and (3) availability of
speed-of-play, compulsory time-outs, or player-loss-rate caps. All players
should be offered the opportunity up front and at subsequent intervals to
voluntarily exclude themselves or to limit their own deposit rates, loss
rates, betting rates, or periods of play.

We believe that the opportunities to mitigate problem gambling provide significant benefits not
available under the status quo. These benefits provide a significant counterweight to any
potential increases in problem gambling that result from legalization. Furthermore, the potential
benefits of mitigation would become available to most existing online problem gamblers.\
16

Franklin (2001) discusses lack of federal funding for treatment or awareness of problem gambling, lack of
insurance parity for problem gamblers, and limited or lack of funding from most states in the United States.
Joanna Franklin, Problem Gambling in the U.S: From the Beginning – Into 2001,
http://www.responsiblegambling.org/articles/Problem_and_Pathological_Gambling_A_view_from_the_States.p
df (last accessed on September 10, 2009). Also, Winslow (2008) discusses the lack of state funding for problem
gambling services in Colorado and other states in the United States. Kyle Winslow, “A Problem for Gamblers,”
The American Prospect, March 10, 2008,
http://www.prospect.org/cs/articles?article=a_problem_for_gamblers (last accessed on July 13, 2009). Also see
the website of the Association of Problem Gambling Service Administrators (APGSA),
http://www.apgsa.org/State/index.aspx (last accessed on September 10, 2009).
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E.

Conclusions

We have examined 10 distinct risks in four categories that may be associated with the growth
and availability of online gambling. In each case, the current legislative framework is failing to
provide any effective risk control or consumer protection. The establishment of a well-regulated
industry under U.S. jurisdiction would offer the opportunity for much better protection. We
recommend that plans for regulating online gambling include the design and use of different riskcontrol strategies for different risks that may be associated with Internet gambling, as well as
education and consumer support.
If the United States decides to legalize and regulate online gambling sites, we would expect most
U.S.-resident gamblers to be diverted from overseas sites toward reputable and trusted domestic
operators. In the long run, reputable gambling operations under U.S. control should come to
dominate online gambling opportunities chosen by U.S. consumers. All four categories of risk
would be better controlled in such circumstances than they are at present. In the end, U.S.
consumers would be better protected than they are now.
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II.

REGULATORY METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES AVAILABLE FOR
CONTROLLING EACH RISK

For each of the 10 risks outlined above, a set of regulatory methods and technologies already
exists that would provide a reasonable degree of control. Moreover, most of them have been
implemented successfully in other countries and other online settings. This section describes a
variety of control technologies and regulatory tactics relevant to each risk, and identifies the
most promising approaches in each case.
A.

Gambling by Minors

A common concern about legalizing online gambling stems from the fact that many current
online gambling sites do not have adequate regulations or safeguards against gambling by
minors. The primary concern is that underage access to and use of online gambling services
might increase because it may be difficult to verify age and replicate controls used by bricksand-mortar casinos to exclude minors. However, effective measures to prevent online gambling
by minors have been implemented in well-regulated Internet gambling environments in many
European countries and in Australia. Moreover, a number of technologies routinely used in other
industries can be applied to the online gambling environment. We discuss below the issue of
online gambling by minors and strategies to prevent it.
1.

The Issue of Gambling by Minors

Age restrictions apply to virtually all forms of legalized gambling, though the specific age
restriction varies by jurisdiction. The typical rationale for age restrictions is that children and
young persons are highly vulnerable and are more likely to become problem gamblers if they
begin gambling at a young age. In the online environment, gambling by minors is a problem that
stems from the inherent difficulty in separating underage users from adults on the Internet
because of the absence of an official personally verifying a gambler’s age.17 Minors can gain
access to online gambling websites either by providing false credentials during the registration
process or by gaining access to their parents’ or others’ online gambling account.
Anecdotal evidence suggests and surveys have shown that underage gambling is widespread.
Studies conducted between 1999 and 2004 covering Canada, the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Australia indicated that 4–7% of adolescents exhibited serious patterns of
pathological gambling and 10–15% were at risk of either developing or returning to a serious
gambling problem.18 More recent studies have revealed an increase in the involvement of
17

Ryan S. Landes, “Layovers and Cargo Ships: The Prohibition of Internet Gambling and a Proposed System of
Regulation,” New York University Law Review, 82 (May 2007): 913–943 at p. 923.

18

Sally Monaghan, Internet and Wireless Gambling – A Current Profile, Australasian Gaming Council, 2008.
http://www.austgamingcouncil.org.au/images/pdf/Discussion_Papers/agc_dis_internet.pdf (last accessed on
July 11, 2009). Also the extent to which rates of problem gambling among adolescents are elevated is
controversial. For example, in exploring the properties of two screening instruments in identifying problem
gambling among students aged 15 to 17 , Ladouceur et al. (2005) discuss the need to clarify the construct of
pathological gambling among youth and note that neither the SOGS nor the DSM-IV subscale (MAGS) was
perfect in identifying problem gambling. R Ladouceur et al., “Concordance between the SOGS-RA and the
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Canadian youth in online gambling. In 2006, 9% of Canadian high school students reported
having gambled online for money, an increase from 3.6% in 2005.19 According to the National
Annenberg Survey of Youth, in the United States, card playing for money on the Internet by
male youth aged 14 to 22 rose to 3.3% in 2008 from 2.4% in 2007.20 In a 2008 study of general
gambling attitudes among Canadian youth aged eight to 20, 76% of those surveyed admitted to
having gambled at least once in their lives.21 Among the group aged 18 to 20, 90% had gambled
at least once and approximately 39% admitted to gambling once a week or more.22
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

States with commercial casino gambling typically limit access to persons 21 or over, although
most lotteries and some Native American casinos allow 18-year-olds to gamble. Most other
countries have an age limit of 18, which applies to both online and casino gambling. There is no
established minimum age for online gambling in the United States because it is done outside of
U.S. legal and regulatory safeguards.
Well-regulated overseas gambling jurisdictions require online operators to verify the identity,
location, and age of their customers and to use various mechanisms to curb underage gambling.
Some evidence suggests that age restrictions for online gambling have not been uniformly
required or rigorously implemented. In an exploratory study of 30 U.K.-based sites conducted
before the United Kingdom’s regulation of online gambling, researchers noted that 11 of those
sites had no age verification check.23, 24 Although 17 sites had age checks, they simply required
a person registering to either check a box to confirm that they were 18 years of age or older or
DSM-IV Criteria for Pathological Gambling among Youth.” Psychology of Addictive Behaviors, 19, No. 3
(2005): 271–276 at p. 274-275.
19

J. McBride, “Internet Gambling among Youth: A Preliminary Examination,” International Center for Youth
Gambling Problems & High-Risk Behaviors Newsletter, 6, No. 1 (2006); cited in Sally Monaghan, Internet and
Wireless Gambling – A Current Profile, Australasian Gaming Council, 2008.
http://www.austgamingcouncil.org.au/images/pdf/Discussion_Papers/agc_dis_internet.pdf (last accessed July
11, 2009).

20

The Annenberg Public Policy Center Internet Gambling Stays Low Among Youth Ages 14 to 22 but Access to
Gambling Sites Continues; Sports Gambling Makes Resurgence, November 26, 2008,
http://www.annenbergpublicpolicycenter.org/NewsDetails.aspx?myId=306 (last accessed July 25, 2009).

21

Jeffrey L. Derevensky et al., “Adolescent Attitudes toward Gambling,” Brazilian Journal of Cognitive
Psychology, 4, No. 1 (2008),
http://pepsic.bvs-psi.org.br/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S1808-56872008000100002&lng=en&nrm=
(last accessed on September 1, 2009).

22

See Id.

23

U.K.-based online gambling operators first came under regulation with the introduction of the Gambling Act
2005 in September 2007. Before the Gambling Act, online gambling fell under no specific regulation.

24

Michael Smeaton and Mark Griffiths, “Internet Gambling and Social Responsibility: An Exploratory Study,”
CyberPsychology & Behavior, 7, No. 1 (2004): 49–57.
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enter their date of birth.25 In addition to lax age checks, most websites required only a valid
credit card to begin gambling. However, some minors in the United States as young as 13 have
access to credit cards in their name, rendering this mechanism ineffective as an age check.26
Moreover, minors may have access to their parents’ credit card information. In a 2004 British
study, a 16-year-old girl attempted to access 37 gambling websites using her debit card, lying
about her age but being otherwise truthful. Only seven sites prevented her from registering.27
A more recent mystery shopping study performed between April 2008 and March 2009, after
U.K.-based online gambling had come under regulation, revealed quite different results. The
British Gambling Commission noted that more than 95% of gamblers were registered with
websites that had sufficient age verification checks, and only 2.2% were registered with sites that
had age verification weaknesses.28
Other jurisdictions have also had success in preventing underage gambling through effective use
of restrictions and mechanisms. In his testimony to Congress, the CEO of the Alderney
Gambling Commission noted that during the seven years of regulation of online gambling in
Alderney, the Commission had not had any complaints about minors gaining access to an
Alderney-regulated site. He further noted that the primary reason that Alderney’s licensed sites
are able to prevent minors from gaining access is the use of third-party verification software by
most licensees.29
Similarly, Mary Williams of the Gambling Control Commission of the Isle of Man noted that
license holders of online gambling websites use various methods of age verification, including
large data services such as Experian, to ensure that customers are of legal age. Moreover,

25

See Id.

26

Commission on Child Online Protection, Report to Congress, October 20, 2000,
http://www.copacommission.org/report/COPAreport.pdf (last accessed on August 11, 2009), p. 25. Also see
European Commission, Background Report on Cross Media Rating and Classification, and Age Verification
Solutions, Safer Internet Forum, September 2008,
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/sip/docs/pub_consult_age_rating_sns/reportageverification.
pdf (last accessed on August 24, 2009).

27

Smeaton et al., “Study into Underage Access to Online Gambling and Betting Sites,” 2004; cited in Ryan S.
Landes, “Layovers and Cargo Ships: The Prohibition of Internet Gambling and a Proposed System of
Regulation,” New York University Law Review, 82 (2007), at p. 924.

28

British Gambling Commission, Online Mystery Shopping Programme, July 2009,
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/pdf/online%20mystery%20shopping%20programme%20july%20200
9.pdf (last accessed on August 2, 2009).

29

Testimony of André Wilsenach, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Financial Services, Can
Internet Gambling Be Effectively Regulated to Protect Consumers and the Payments System? 110th Cong., 1st
Session, June 8, 2007, at p. 145.
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withdrawal of funds requires access to a PIN number, which the gambling site mails to the user’s
postal address, thereby limiting the possibility of unauthorized access to funds by minors.30
Gibraltar’s regulatory regime requires licensees to take “all reasonable steps” to verify that
customers are of legal age, although operators are allowed to consider the use of a credit card as
a verification of age.31
The United Kingdom requires that licensed gambling sites have policies and procedures to
prevent underage gambling, including a warning that underage gambling is illegal, requiring an
affirmation from the customer that he or she is of legal age, ensuring that staff are trained in age
verification (particularly in the use of secondary forms of identification verified by staff
members when initial automated procedures fail), and enabling filtering software to block the
website.32 Beyond this, secondary verification may be required, such as searching credit
databases for age information, prohibiting unverified users from withdrawing winnings, and
freezing the account of anyone not verified within 72 hours of applying to the site. However,
these checks are not required if the user deposits funds using a credit card.33
The regulator in Australia’s Northern Territory requires that players’ ages be confirmed within
90 days of opening an online gambling account and before withdrawing any funds. Copies of
identification must be e-mailed, faxed, or mailed directly to the site operator. If the individual is
not confirmed within the 90-day period, he or she must seek permission from the regulator’s
Director of Licensing to re-open the account.34
In the United States, the UIGEA exempts certain forms of gambling, such as horse racing and
state lotteries, from its criminal provisions if the applicable state law has a provision for age
verification that is “reasonably designed to block access to minors.”35
30

Testimony of Mary Williams, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Financial Services, Can Internet
Gambling Be Effectively Regulated to Protect Consumers and the Payments System? 110th Cong., 1st Session,
June 8, 2007, at p. 130.
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Gibraltar Regulatory Authority, Code of Practice for the Gambling Industry, Issued by the Gambling
Commissioner, December 13, 2008,
http://www.gra.gi/sites/gambling/downloads/215/generic_code_v1.0.2009.pdf (last accessed on August 6,
2009), p. 14.

32

British Gambling Commission, Conditions and Codes of Practice applicable to: Remote Casino Licenses,
Remote Casino Ancillary Licenses, December 2008, at p. 7–8.
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See Id.
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Noted in an August 31, 2009 correspondence with John Sealy, Manager of Information Systems and
Technology Services at the Licensing, Regulation and Alcohol Strategy division of the Northern Territory
Department of Justice (Australia).

35

Anthony Cabot and John Aristotle Phillips, “Age Verification: UIGEA Compliance and Regulation,” World
Online Gambling Law Report, October 2006,
http://integrity.aristotle.com/documents/AgeVerificationLawPublication.pdf (last accessed on August 10, 2009).
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3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

Although the anonymous nature of online platforms might increase the risk of underage
gambling, available technologies can address such risks.
Researchers have outlined several categories of technologies for verifying the age of adults,
including comparison of the registrant’s credentials against public databases such as credit
reports and criminal histories, or even biometrics.36 In designing such controls, care would be
needed to balance the (intended) exclusion of minors against the (unintended) denial of
admission to qualified adults. The use of a credit card can often be an indicator of age, although,
as noted in Section 2, some children have access to credit cards, and credit card companies do
not allow cards to be used for age verification.37 It is thus likely that any age verification
technology would use government-issued identification as its basis, potentially combined with
other strategies to increase its effectiveness.38
Exclusion of minors from online gambling can also be aided through technologies routinely used
to verify age in other applications today.39 Currently, online liquor stores employ various
mechanisms, including a variety of data-matching techniques, to prevent minors from purchasing
alcohol online.40 The simplest solution requires a social security number and other forms of
identification such as a driver’s license, combined with a credit card registered to that
individual.41 An age-verification service is used to check the information provided against a
database containing credit data, driver’s license data, and registered voter information.42
36

Internet Safety Technical Task Force, Enhancing Child Safety and Online Technologies, Final Report to the
Multi-State Working Group on Social Networking of State Attorneys, Berkman Center for Internet & Society,
Harvard University, December 31, 2008,
http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/sites/cyber.law.harvard.edu/files/ISTTF_Final_Report.pdf (last accessed on
September 11, 2009) at p. 8.
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See Supra at footnote 35.
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Such as online liquor stores, online sellers of tobacco, and the websites of Hollywood movie studios. See
Testimony of Michael Colopy, in U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary, Establishing
Consistent Enforcement Policies in the Context of Online Wagers, 110th Cong., 1st Session, November 14, 2007,
at p. 53.
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Boris Reznikov, “Can I See Some ID? Age Verification Requirements for the Online Liquor Store,” Shidler
Journal for Law, Commerce & Technology 4, No. 5 (2007),
http://www.lctjournal.washington.edu/Vol4/a05Reznikov.html (last accessed on July 25, 2009). Also see
Integrity, Case Study: Age Verification for Online Alcohol Sales, Aristotle Inc.,
http://integrity.aristotle.com/documents/Online_Wine_Sales-WhitePaper2006.pdf (last accessed on September
10, 2009).
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Noted in an August 5, 2009 interview with Phill Brear, Head of Gambling Regulation at the Gibraltar
Regulatory Authority.
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Aristotle, Inc., a technology consulting firm, produces an identity- and age-verification service
called Integrity:Direct, which uses a database of government-issued identification to verify age;
the vendor claims the check takes less than 5 seconds, covers 3.4 billion people, complies with
U.S. privacy laws, and is not subject to the Fair Credit Reporting Act because it does not use any
credit data.43
LexisNexis and its advanced linking technology combines real time access to billions of public
records compiled from thousands of public and proprietary sources that can be used to verify age
and identity of individuals.44 For a minor to defeat this method of authentication, he or she
would have to access an adult’s government-issued ID card, credit card, and other information.
Because this is a foreseeable scenario, this age verification technique must be combined with
others.
Michigan’s Liquor Control Commission has approved a “knowledge based authentication” tool
for age verification. This online tool develops questions that only the specific individual would
know answers to and checks the answers against public records.45 This system, while robust,
imposes potentially significant transaction costs of between 25 cents and one dollar per check,
making it a costly solution if used every time a user logs on to a gambling site.46 The LexisNexis
service can deliver an interactive, knowledge-based query process to instantly “multifactor”
authenticate individuals at the point of customer contact.47
Other technologies may prove useful to augment traditional verification, such as the use of a PIN
number mailed to the address of record of the user, as in the Isle of Man, or requiring the user to
enter personal information via his or her home phone. This strategy prevents a minor from
simply using his or her parents’ credit and ID cards and immediately creating an account.
If legalization is implemented and matching techniques are used, the U.S.-licensed site operators
would be expected to develop and use filters that are discriminating. Regulators could choose
where to set the balance between Type I errors (where underage gamblers are not detected) and
Type II errors (where gamblers of legal age are excluded). Moreover, with respect to U.S.
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Integrity, Integrity:Direct, Aristotle Inc.,
http://integrity.aristotle.com/index2.php?option=com_content&do_pdf=1&id=47 (last accessed on August 11,
2009).
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residents, we would expect available data to be of high quality and reliability, making age
verification through matching techniques effective.48
Site operators could also be required to provide child-protective software to parents to keep
minors from accessing their parents’ accounts or any online gambling sites. The Nova Scotia
Gaming Corporation (NSGC) commissioned and distributed BetStopper, which is a software
program designed to help parents prevent children from visiting online gambling websites.
Results from the pilot survey were extremely positive and indicated that 92% of parents found
BetStopper to be a valuable prevention tool.49 The BetStopper software was provided to families
for free by the NSGC. Other widely available Web filtering software, such as Net Nanny, can
also be used to block access to gambling sites by children. Net Nanny analyzes keywords and
objects on every website visited and assigns “points” in different content categories, one of
which is gambling.50 If a site scores too high in an objectionable category, the software blocks
it.51 An administrator, usually a parent, can decide which categories to block and also whether a
particular score leads simply to a warning message or to a complete block.52 The software has
generally received high reviews, and its filtering technology is resistant to circumvention.53
Other parental control tools are contained within operating systems such as Windows Vista and
Mac OS X, some are provided for free by network service providers, and many online safety
organizations provide directories to help parents find appropriate protective software.54 A
regulator may require that approved filtering software be offered to anyone requesting it.
Minors may also have a weak financial motive to gamble online. If a minor usurps an adult’s
payment and identification information, for example, all of the minor’s winnings would be paid
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directly to the adult’s account.55 For a minor to benefit financially from gambling, he or she
would have to have access to his or her own payment mechanism, such as a credit card or bank
account, but the demographic information associated with the account would more easily allow
the website to verify the user’s age. Similarly, the regulator could require forfeiture to the
government of winnings to gamblers who are discovered to be underage, further lowering the
financial incentive for minors to gamble online.56
Regulators could impose harsh penalties on site operators with lax mechanisms to prevent
underage gambling. Frequent and widespread mystery shopping, as done in the United
Kingdom, can reveal operators with inadequate safeguards in place to curb underage gambling.
The regulator can impose penalties on such operators, including monetary fines, the revocation
of the gambling license, and even criminal liability.
Moreover, to help combat underage gambling, a portion of online gambling tax revenues could
be earmarked for educational programs for parents and minors. Given sufficient funds, a
regulator may require that youth gambling prevention lessons be incorporated into school
curricula. In South Australia, the “Don’t Bet On It!” program was introduced as a way to
educate children about the dangers of youth gambling. A 2002 report claimed a “small but
statistically significant change in student attitudes towards gambling” as a result of the
curriculum, which includes five lessons, a mock gambling game, and pre- and postactivity
surveys.57 The report also describes other educational programs from entities in Australia and in
North America, such as the Minnesota Institute of Public Health and Saskatchewan Health in
Canada.58
4.

Conclusion

The current state of affairs, with U.S. residents accessing online gambling sites with widely
varying degrees of regulation, does not provide comprehensive protections to ensure that
gamblers are of legal age. Regulatory mechanisms and technological solutions, many of which
are currently used in other jurisdictions and industries, can equip online gambling operators with
capabilities to selectively exclude minors from engaging in online gambling. Age verification
policies would be less effective in the absence of support from minors’ parents and guardians;
therefore, a successful regulatory strategy would provide tools with which parents can limit
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access to gambling websites by their children. We believe that online gambling can effectively
exclude minors when it combines cutting-edge technology with a strong regulatory regime.
B.

Defrauding of Consumers by Site Operators

Gambling websites, which deal with large amounts of money in a virtual setting, have the
potential for fraudulent activity and unfair dealings.59 As discussed below, unregulated gambling
sites have been known to defraud customers and steal significant sums of money.60 However, a
system of effective regulation could manage the risks of fraud and ensure fair and legal dealings.
1.

The Issue of Fraud by Site Operators

Fraud by site operators can be classified into three broad categories:
•

Individuals can set up unlicensed gambling websites that either refuse to return
customers’ deposits or operate unfair games.

•

Operators can model a fraudulent website after a licensed site and siphon players
from the more reputable operator.

•

Insiders within reputable websites can exploit inside information to cheat players
without the knowledge of the larger organization.

It is reasonably easy for an individual to set up a fraudulent site, attract as many depositors as
possible, and then either shut down the site and take the deposits or continue to run the site with
odds or fees swung decidedly in the operator’s favor. As a site’s reputation became tarnished, it
would quickly lose its base of players, but it could then simply shut down and open a new site,
perpetrating the same fraud over and over again.61 The identity of site owners is often unclear,
and the ease of transferring between sites makes this method of fraud highly profitable.62
Reputation is clearly a major attribute of gambling websites. Websites can piggyback on, or
usurp, the reputation of a reputable operator or jurisdiction to instill confidence in consumers.
For instance, “Casino Australia (http://www.casinoaustralia.com/) is an attractive site
emblazoned with images of Sydney, koalas, and the national flag but has no other connection
with Australia. The online casino is physically located in the Netherlands Antilles and marketed
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by a Native American gambling corporation.”63 Because gambling websites are often based in
countries far from their target customers, they can often avoid legal accountability, and because
website creation is relatively simple, a customer can be easily confused about the licenses and
controls held by a particular site.64
In addition to fraud by gambling sites themselves, employees or executives of sites may initiate
fraud at the individual level without the knowledge of the organization as a whole. In September
2007, players at the poker website Absolute Poker initiated their own investigation into apparent
cheating by a player in a tournament. The investigation revealed that a co-owner of the company
and a former director of operations had acted in concert to cheat players of amounts between
$500,000 and $1 million.65 Another poker website, UltimateBet, was rocked by a cheating
scandal in early 2008 triggered by concerns about one online player who could apparently see
other players’ hole cards during play. Investigation revealed that from January 2005 to
December 2007, former employees of the company, operating from outside, had exploited
security vulnerabilities in the site’s software of which only they were aware.66
Since the enactment of the UIGEA, U.S. residents no longer have access to large gambling sites
operated by publicly-traded companies; instead, U.S. gamblers look to less transparent offshore
site operators that may be more likely to engage in fraud or other deceitful practices.67 Also,
given the current absence of regulatory oversight in the United States, U.S. gamblers have little
or no recourse to authorities when site operators defraud them.68
The extent of fraud by site operators is not well documented, but cases have been recorded. A
2000 report by the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network of the U.S. Department of the
Treasury claims that “[t]here is, in fact, a substantial record of shadow websites
collecting…deposits for a period of time and then disappearing, in the process destroying
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consumer confidence.”69 In a 2006 survey, the American Gaming Association reported that 55%
of respondents “agree[d] at least somewhat that online casinos find ways to cheat players.”70
The website GamesandCasino.com maintains and publishes a long “blacklist” of websites that
cheat, defraud, or otherwise manipulate their users.71 Finally, in a 2007 survey of Nevadans
conducted by the International Gaming Institute at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV), 66.9% of respondents (who were not necessarily gamblers) claimed to have “strong
doubts about the integrity of online gambling as it pertain[s] to the ability to cheat the
gambler.”72 The survey also includes various anecdotes from respondents about cheating by site
operators.73
In addition to outright fraud by site operators, operators may become bankrupt or otherwise
insolvent without engaging in questionable business practices. Without adequate financial
protection, customers could lose their entire fund balance with the site.74 As shown below,
existing controls such as holding customers’ funds in a trust account or establishing financial
reserves can help mitigate against this business risk to customers.
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

Most regulatory regimes address the issue of operator fraud. In the United States, a regulatory
strategy could combine elements from other regimes and add unique safeguards. Below are
descriptions of approaches taken to prevent operator fraud in other jurisdictions:
•

The Gambling Control Commission of Alderney, a Channel Island, requires sites
to have “provisions enabling the customer to address complaints and disputes to
an independent body.”75

•

In the Isle of Man, site operators are required to maintain either financial reserves
or a bond to ensure that players are paid their winnings.76
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•

Antigua’s and Barbuda’s regulations require a site operator to maintain
“investments that have a market value…of not less than the aggregate amount of
all its outstanding prizes and monies held on account for players.”77

•

The British Gambling Commission sets forth rules governing licensed gambling
website operators, including one that requires that licensees (1) inform customers
as to whether their funds are protected in the event of insolvency and (2) “be able
to provide evidence to the [U.K. Gambling] Commission, if required, showing
how they satisfied themselves that their terms are not unfair.”78 The U.K.
Department of Culture, Media and Sport (the sponsor of the Gambling
Commission) publishes the “White List,” a list of nations hosting online gambling
whose licensees are legally permitted to advertise in the U.K, although the list is
currently in a state of suspension.79

•

Tasmania’s regulator sets technical standards and uses independent accredited
testers to verify compliance before approving new software, and for some types of
operations also requires that players funds be held in a trust for the protection of
players.80

•

Gibraltar’s regulator requires licensees to have strong internal controls and also
requires independent testing of gambling software to ensure integrity.81

Although the regulatory schemes described above include provisions to prevent fraud, effective
regulation must include strong penalties for noncompliance and safeguards that protect
customers in the event of fraud or wrongdoing. They also should mandate ordinary but rigorous
due diligence by regulators and owners, including background checks on owners, operators, and
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all staff in key positions. The regulatory regime could also give aggrieved consumers the ability
to bring civil lawsuits and other rights of action against the site.
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

An effective regulatory regime must combine strong and competent oversight with an effective
method for lodging complaints with the regulator or law enforcement agencies. In the examples
of cheating mentioned above, it was only after private investigations by players that the sites
themselves and the regulator responded.82 The Kahnawake Gaming Commission, the regulator
for both sites noted above, ordered Absolute Poker to institute compliance programs and subject
itself to random audits; it also fined the site $500,000.83 Similarly, the Commission ordered
UltimateBet to refund any money owed to players who were victims of cheating, modified
UltimateBet’s control system, and fined the site $1.5 million.84
Another potential risk-mitigating factor within a regulatory regime is the use of Mutual
Recognition Agreements (MRAs), which are arrangements between nations to recognize each
other’s regulatory standards and controls in a particular area of commerce.85 Much as the United
Kingdom’s “White List” permits or denies advertising on the basis of the quality of a
jurisdiction’s regulatory structure, an MRA could be used as a filter for permitted advertising, for
referrals between sites, and even as a way of selectively retaining prohibitions on foreign sites on
the basis of quality and integrity rather than the simple fact that they are foreign.
Although both monetary sanctions and regulatory oversight are key to effective regulation,
technology offers methods to prevent cheating over and above what is available to land- and
river-based casinos. PartyGaming Plc is a publicly-traded Internet gambling company regulated
in Gibraltar, and its PartyPoker affiliate holds about an 8% share of the world’s market for online
poker.86 PartyGaming’s games and its random number generator are tested by iTech Labs, an
independent gaming device tester. It is also a member of the European Gaming & Betting
Association and of eCOGRA, both of which publish standards for gaming operators.87 888.com,
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another publicly traded gambling site based in Gibraltar, also uses iTech Labs for verification
and is a member of eCOGRA and the Interactive Gaming Council, an online gambling trade
group.88 Betfair, an Internet betting exchange based in the United Kingdom, is a member of the
Independent Betting Adjudication Service, a third-party adjudicator for gambling disputes.89
4.

Conclusion

As demonstrated above, the most effective system of regulation to combat site operator fraud
combines strict enforcement with cooperation by the site operators themselves. Reputable
operators with brands to protect could not afford to risk damage to their reputations, loss of their
licenses, or regulatory sanctions. However, this incentive is not perfect, and the regulator must
be fully equipped to detect and punish site operator fraud. Regulations may be similar to those
that apply in the bricks-and-mortar industry. We expect that the online gambling industry will
support a supervisory approach that includes regulatory monitoring and sanctions to help
promote and maintain an industry reputation for integrity.
C.

Cheating or Defrauding of Players by Other Players

As discussed previously, both Absolute Poker and UltimateBet, two popular online poker
websites, were rocked by accusations of cheating in 2007 and 2008.90 The cheaters were players
on the site who had acted in concert with employees of the gambling website. These and other
high-profile examples demonstrate the potential for cheating online and the basis for fear among
online gamblers of being defrauded by other players. However, a system of regulation promises
to rein in such fraudulent activity.
1.

The Issue of Players Being Defrauded by Other Players

U.S. gamblers currently lack any effective means to seek remedy from other players for fraud.
Because players in the United States engage in online gambling outside of legal and regulatory
safeguards, they are unlikely to complain to authorities about cheating experienced on a site:
“Individual players are unlikely to volunteer information that would reveal that they have
gambled online.…Users who doubt the legality of their own actions are unlikely to snitch.”91
Although the extent of player cheating and fraud is not well documented, it is a common concern
for online players.92 A 2008 study of Swedish online poker players revealed that one of their
88
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biggest concerns was being cheated by other players.93 In a 2006 survey, the American Gaming
Association reported that 46% of online gamblers believed that other players find ways to
cheat.94 Finally, the aforementioned 2007 UNLV survey revealed that 63% of respondents were
“not at all confident” that other players could not cheat them.95 The survey also includes
anecdotal evidence from respondents about cheating by players, although evidence on the extent
of cheating is generally mixed.96
Cheating by players can take various forms:
•

Poker bots are automated programs that can reportedly play poker at the level of a
professional tournament player, using a decision engine utilizing advanced neural
network technology.97 These bots, such as PokerSmoke, can memorize play
styles, recognize betting patterns, and calculate odds, potentially giving those who
use them a distinct edge over other players.98

•

A simpler form of cheating involves collusion on online poker tables, in which
two or more players work together to share information to gain an unfair
advantage over unsuspecting players.99

•

Another form is multitabling, in which a person uses multiple accounts to enter a
tournament as two or more different players and garners information in a similar
way to collusion; this particular type of cheating is clearly not possible in an
offline environment.100
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•

The Absolute Poker and UltimateBet cheating cases, mentioned previously,
involved players using “superuser” accounts that allowed them to see other
players’ hole cards in online poker, making them essentially unbeatable.101

•

Hackers can potentially alter sites to ensure winnings or swing odds in their favor,
as in a case in 2001 in which hackers rigged games on two gambling sites and
managed to win $1.9 million in just a few hours.102
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

Although the UltimateBet and Absolute Poker cheating scandals involved participation from
insiders at the affected poker sites, it is important to note that both episodes were revealed
through the investigative work of other players on the sites.103 Although players have an
incentive to reveal fraud by other players, some level of regulatory oversight and potential law
enforcement involvement is needed to ensure that the site operator takes complaints lodged
against players seriously. The regulator could mediate disputes between the site operator and
players, independently monitor sites for cheating, and work with site operators to help them
prevent cheating. The following are examples of ways that other jurisdictions combat player
fraud:
•

The British Gambling Commission requires that licensees “put into effect a
written procedure for handling customer complaints and disputes” and also have
arrangements for disputes to be referred to an independent third party if they are
not resolved to the customer’s satisfaction.104

•

Tasmania’s Gaming Commission requires that customer complaints can be made
to it and has the power to levy fines and revoke sites’ licenses as well as settle
customer disputes. It also has access to the systems of its licensees.105

•

Gibraltar also requires that sites have a formal system to handle customer
complaints.106
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•

Sites’ own terms of service often explicitly preclude certain potentially fraudulent
behaviors.107
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

As with the issue of fraud by site operators, technology offers solutions to help combat fraud by
players. The first line of defense is analysis by other players, who may be in a position to
observe aberrant behavior, investigate it, and lodge a complaint with the site operator. However,
players may have a hard time detecting cheating as it is occurring, because of the speed and style
of online gambling. Site operators, on the other hand, can store large volumes of data on
gambling transactions and present them in an easy-to-analyze format, unlike operators of landand river-based casinos. Analysis of hand histories in poker, for example, may allow operators
to identify collusion, the use of poker bots, and other unusual gameplay activities.
The regulator may require that the site operator provide these data at regular intervals for
analysis in the event that an inquiry or red flag is triggered. It might also mandate
implementation of pattern recognition software to scan routinely for anomalous betting patterns.
Finally, the regulator could provide sites’ data history to third-party verification companies that
conduct their own analyses, including checks for randomness, collusion, and other suspicious
patterns.
Clearly, players want to know that their online gambling experience is fair. According to the
survey of Swedish poker players, “[t]he response of the operator to [issues of cheating] played a
major role in whether or not they were trusted in the long term.”108 Gambling sites, especially
reputable ones, have an incentive to control cheating to maintain their good reputation.
However, although the revelation of cheating can itself be damaging to a site’s reputation, the
site can often continue to make money as usual even while players are being defrauded.109
A regulatory structure, therefore, must balance these contradictory incentives. It must combine
strong internal controls by site operators with strict regulatory oversight, perhaps by requiring
that mandatory hand history reports or other similar data be submitted to the regulator or through
the use of regulator-verified poker bot detection software.110 Also, the regulator could maintain a
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database of known cheaters, and sites’ own verification processes could help exclude such
gamblers at the point of registration. This strategy also has the benefit of preventing cheaters
from skipping easily from one website to another. Regulation could also grant players the right
to bring a civil claim against a gambling site for not preventing cheating by its users, providing
additional incentives for sites to implement effective controls.111
4.

Conclusion

Site operators, players, and regulators share an interest in detecting and protecting against player
fraud. This naturally leads to cooperative regulatory oversight. Such oversight would recognize
the inherent opportunities in the online environment for comprehensive data storage, allowing a
level of analysis to detect fraud that is unavailable in the bricks-and-mortar environment.
Consequently, legal, regulated online gambling should provide greater protections against player
fraud than does the current environment.
D.

Involvement of Organized Crime in Gambling Operations

Casino gambling, in which nearly all transactions are in cash, is particularly susceptible to
skimming, in which profits are removed by the owners or other insiders before being declared, as
well as money laundering.112 Moreover, its illegal status in many jurisdictions implies that those
who offer gambling services in those jurisdictions are, by definition, law breakers. Online
gambling, however, presents different challenges and opportunities than does its bricks-andmortar counterpart. On the one hand, identities can be easier to conceal online, transactions can
occur far from where regulators are located, and members of collaborating crime networks can
be located in far-flung locations.113 On the other hand, online transactions are easier to aggregate
and analyze, providing richer opportunities to detect the operations of organized crime groups.114
The lack of cash transactions makes auditing and the detection of skimming easier than in a
bricks-and-mortar environment.
1.

The Issue of Involvement of Organized Crime in Online Gambling

Organized crime has been largely eliminated from bricks-and-mortar casinos.115 In Nevada, for
example, the regulatory regime has largely eliminated criminals from the ownership of
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casinos.116 Another factor in the Nevada transformation has been the introduction of large,
publicly held companies as casino owners, which cannot afford associations with organized
crime.117 The same effect may hold true for online gambling enterprises, some of which are
already publicly traded.
In the past, when organized crime had been involved in bricks-and-mortar casinos, it
traditionally controlled the gambling organization itself, usually behind the presence of a front
man in cases of legal gambling establishments.118 Similarly, gambling websites could be
controlled by organized syndicates. Finally, as discussed more fully in Section F, criminals can
use online gambling for the purpose of money laundering.
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

In bricks-and-mortar casinos, background checks and verification for site operators and
employees are standard procedures across all jurisdictions in the United States. In New Jersey,
those who wish to operate a casino are required to obtain a casino license.119 Applicants must
prove their financial stability and integrity; the financial integrity of their investors or backers;
their good character, honesty, and integrity; and their business ability and casino experience.
They must also submit to a criminal background check.120 Each casino employee must obtain a
valid casino employee license, which involves providing his or her name, address, and
fingerprints; and to consent to a criminal background check, which the New Jersey State Police
performs at the applicant’s expense.121 The State Police are also obliged to notify the New
Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement if a license holder is arrested at any point after the initial
background check.122 To eliminate small gambling establishments, casinos in Atlantic City are
required to have a minimum of 500 hotel rooms, and all games are tightly regulated and
controlled. Also, those that provide a certain amount of ancillary services (such as cleaning,
food, construction, and security) to casinos must be licensed and submit to background checks.123
Similarly, Nevada laws impose on operators of gambling establishments licensing requirements
that require that the applicant (1) be a person of good character, honesty, and integrity; (2) be a
person whose prior reputation and criminal record do not pose a threat to the public interest of
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the state or of its gambling regulations; and (3) have sufficient financial resources and business
acumen to operate the establishment.124 Employees in general are required to register as gaming
employees, to submit fingerprints, and to be subjected to an FBI background check. The Nevada
Gaming Control Board is empowered to object to any applicant for “any cause deemed
reasonable.”125
Many jurisdictions across the world that license online gambling include provisions for checks
on the site’s operators. The following are examples of such provisions:
•

In the Isle of Man, the Gambling Control Commission has the duty “[t]o
investigate the character and financial status of persons behind online gambling
operations.”126

•

The U.K. Gambling Act of 2005 allows the Gambling Commission, when issuing
a license, to consider “the integrity of the applicant or of a person relevant to the
application” and to refuse a license to a person convicted of a “relevant
offence.”127

•

Alderney’s Gambling Control Commission has the duty to “determine whether an
applicant is ‘fit and proper’ to hold a license. Investigations can include
interviews with key individuals, and the Commissioners may also require their
own meeting with representatives of the applicant before deciding whether to
grant a license.”128 The regulator also requires that business associates of site
operators and software providers hold licenses.129

•

Tasmania’s Gaming Commission conducts thorough probity investigations on site
operators, including credit checks and fingerprint background checks; the checks
are also required for employees of the gambling website.130
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•

The regulator in Australia’s Northern Territory checks the reputation of operators
and their associates and proposed managers, as well as operators’ financial
background, resources, and business ability.131

•

Gibraltar’s Gambling Act 2005 prevents the licensing authority from granting a
license to a person who is not “fit and proper” or if granting the license would be
against the public interest. The Gambling Act allows the regulator to take into
account the licensee’s character, honesty, and integrity, as well as his or her
reputation, business plan, experience, and other factors.132

As can be seen, each jurisdiction considers the exclusion of criminals to be essential to
maintaining an effective regulatory regime.
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

Any regulatory regime that wishes to exclude criminals must focus on erecting sufficiently high
barriers to entry.133 Simple techniques such as requiring background checks, interviews, and
letters of reference can familiarize the regulator with its license applicants and allow it to make a
more informed decision on whether to grant a license. This level of investigation of site
operators could extend to owners, beneficiaries, business associates, managers, and security
personnel.134 Rigorous vetting of new applicants can combine with ongoing compliance checks
to ensure that once a license is granted, it is not clandestinely transferred to criminal control.
4.

Conclusion

Although criminal control of gambling websites is a possibility, strict regulation would exclude
unwanted site operators. It is unlikely that criminals would subject themselves to strict
regulatory checks and demanding admission standards. Instead, they may attempt to operate
gambling sites without licenses. Regulators can work to educate consumers about the dangers
associated with unlicensed websites, and steer them toward licensed, regulated sites which offer
protection against criminal activity. At the risk of losing their licenses, legitimate operators
would have a strong interest in avoiding ineligible associates as is the case with bricks-andmortar casinos. We would expect legitimate, licensed sites to be receptive to a fair degree of
scrutiny because such scrutiny would enhance the reputation of the industry.
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E.

Money Laundering by Players

A major concern of law-enforcement authorities is money laundering facilitated by online
gambling.135 However, many financial analysts believe that the risks of money laundering in
online gambling is low because electronic transactions are closely monitored and recorded.136 A
combination of anti-money-laundering regulations, currently in place for bricks-and-mortar
casinos as well as other financial institutions, and the use of technology would provide the online
gambling environment with better opportunities for detecting money laundering by players than
those available in land- and river-based casinos.
1.

The Issue of Money Laundering by Players

Money laundering is a process through which proceeds derived from illegal activity are
legitimized.137 Money laundering is typically accomplished in three stages: (1) the placement
stage, (2) the layering stage, and (3) the integration stage.138 The placement stage is defined as
the first entry of illegal money into financial institutions or the retail economy. The layering
stage consists of activities meant to hide the trail of money, generally involving the transfer of
money among multiple entities. The final stage, the integration stage, is when the illegal funds
are reintroduced into the economy to appear as though they were legitimate. It is difficult for law
enforcement to detect this reintroduction of illicit funds into the economy without an audit trail
established during the first two stages of the laundering process.139
The following (hypothetical) example demonstrates how online gambling websites can be used
to launder money: A customer could establish an Internet gambling account under a false name
and use illicit funds to conduct a minimal amount of betting. After a few losses, the customer
could request repayment from the Internet gambling site and claim them as winnings, thereby
creating a legitimate source for the remaining funds.140
The U.S. Department of Justice is concerned that online gambling offers criminals an easy
vehicle for money laundering because of its anonymous nature, use of encryption, volume,
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speed, international reach, and offshore locations.141 In his testimony before Congress in 2003,
Deputy Assistant Attorney General John G. Malcolm noted that e-casinos are an excellent
vehicle for money laundering because in addition to using the gambling services offered to hide
or transfer money, online gambling websites offer a wide variety of financial services to their
customers, including credit accounts, fund transmittal services, check cashing services, and
currency exchange services.142
There is little documentation by which to gauge the extent of actual money laundering in online
gambling. In 2002, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) examined the vulnerability of
online gambling to money laundering and concluded that the “views on the vulnerability of
Internet gambling to money laundering are mixed.”143 Its report provides only hypothetical
examples of how online gambling sites could be used to launder money and does not describe
any actual cases. A 2005 report prepared for the Interactive Gaming Council in Canada calls
evidence of the existence of money laundering in online gambling “scant” and claims that the
Internet Crime Complaint Center had never logged a complaint of money laundering through
gambling sites.144 It goes on to claim that “Internet gaming does not, in and of itself, contribute
to money laundering. Rather, it is the financial transactions that are used to move money on the
Internet that may be susceptible to money laundering.”145
One can understand money laundering patterns that might occur in online gambling by
extrapolating from the patterns of money laundering seen in bricks-and-mortar casinos. Various
betting patterns associated with money laundering in bricks-and-mortar casinos have been
identified, including the use of hedged bets by colluding players, light betting or minimal play
(i.e., using bets that are small relative to the size of deposits and withdrawals), splitting
transactions up into units smaller than reporting thresholds, splitting transactions across reporting
“days,” and pressuring staff to not comply with their reporting obligations.146
A problem related to money laundering is that of terrorist financing, in which funds that are
intended for terrorist groups are moved through the financial system in an apparently legitimate
way. Effective anti-money-laundering provisions must specifically address the risks of terrorist
financing, although many techniques to combat money laundering are also effective against
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terrorist financing.147 The only known case of money laundering through gambling sites was
related to terrorist financing: in 2007, a suspected terrorist named Al-Daour used stolen credit
cards to deposit funds at 43 different gambling sites and then withdrew the winnings to various
online bank accounts.148
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

Congress has enacted legislation to detect money laundering. Under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)
of 1970, all U.S. financial institutions, including banks, credit unions, securities firms, and
casinos, are required to report large currency transactions and suspicious activities.149 The
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) administers these regulations. The casino
gambling industry has been covered by the BSA since 1985, and FinCEN has specific
regulations that pertain to casino gaming. The BSA requires the reporting of any currency
transactions exceeding $10,000 in a single gaming day on a Currency Transaction Report (CTR).
150
Because money launderers can structure transactions such that they never result in a CTR
being filed, all land- and river-based casinos are also required to file Suspicious Activity Reports
(SARs). Casinos have to file SARs if they know, suspect, or have reason to suspect that a
transaction involving $5,000 or more meets certain criteria, including involvement of illicit
funds, intention to avoid or prevent proper reporting, exhibiting of abnormal behavior, or use of
the casino to facilitate criminal activity.151
The leading online gambling jurisdictions have created regulatory structures that resemble
traditional regulation for land- and river-based casinos in the United States. These jurisdictions
require some form of anti-money-laundering monitoring, ranging from restricting customers to a
single account to identifying and reporting suspicious transactions or players’ abnormal betting
patterns.152
In addition to regulation that combats money laundering in its financial services sector, the Isle
of Man has put in place the Anti-Money Laundering Code to prevent money laundering through
gambling websites.153 Operators are required to comply with strict anti-money-laundering
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procedures, which include identification of prospective customers, evidence of identity, changes
to patterns of transactions, record keeping, records of transactions, retention of records, reporting
suspicious transactions, and training.154 In addition, site operators are legally required to report
any suspicious transactions to the Financial Crime Unit (FCU). Specialized software can flag
these transactions.
Similarly, to combat money laundering, Alderney requires operators of online gambling websites
to implement business risk assessments, customer due diligence procedures, monitoring of
transactions and other activity, suspicious activity reporting procedures, employee screening and
training procedures, and record-keeping procedures.155
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

An anti-money-laundering regulatory regime for online gambling may be modeled on the current
regulatory structure for traditional bricks-and-mortar casinos. A regulatory framework for online
gambling may leverage the technological environment for online gambling and require (1)
preservation of an audit trail of transactions for analysis by federal authorities; (2)
implementation of customer identification standards; (3) controls to prevent anonymous,
structured transactions; (4) establishment of an anti-money-laundering compliance program; (5)
training for all appropriate personnel; and (6) compliance with all relevant BSA requirements.156
The IGC notes that “online gambling, with a combination of regulatory oversight and use of
technology—while facing the same threats as real-world gambling facilities—is in a better
position to address these risks.”157 For example, all electronic fund transfers can be
electronically recorded, thus providing a detailed and automatic transaction trail not currently
available in land- and river-based casinos.158
The IGC further notes that a basic requirement to combat money laundering is to “know your
customer.” Stringent player registrations and ongoing verification processes combined with
appropriate regulatory oversight and banking regulations help fulfill this requirement.159 Italy’s
regulatory regime, for example, requires a potential customer to submit a signed contract along
with a copy of his or her identification.160 Tasmania requires strong identity verification
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procedures to be in place on player accounts.161 Moreover, technology can equip site operators
with tools to scrutinize inconsistent player behavior, and then capture and report the
transaction.162
Another essential anti-money-laundering measure noted by the IGC is to require that gamblers
be paid any winnings in the same way in which the money was originally deposited.163 This
system allows an audit to track transfers of funds much more easily and removes the ability of
launderers to use an account as a pass-through for funds.164 Also, care must be taken when
allowing transfers of funds between players, which could potentially be a conduit for money
laundering. Alderney’s money laundering guidance suggests that transferred funds be allowed
only for gambling and not for withdrawal or that site operators undertake further due diligence
on players involved in transfers.165
In addition to a system modeled on requirements for bricks-and-mortar gambling, a regulator can
require the same procedures that are required of online merchants, banks, and payment providers.
In Europe, online gambling operators have been bound by these requirements since 2003 under
the Third European Money Laundering Directive.166 U.S. licensed operators would also be
bound by relevant anti-money-laundering requirements. Most nations are also subject to the
recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force, an international body formed to combat
money laundering and terrorist financing. Each nation may also have its own money laundering
regulations, such as the United Kingdom’s Money Laundering Regulations, which cover both
financial and nonfinancial businesses.167
Although financial businesses are still subject to the most stringent regulation, all of these
regulations use a risk-based approach, in which the level of scrutiny of transactions is
commensurate with the risk of money laundering in those transactions.168 The most important
aspects of financial companies’ risk mitigation involve three broad activities: (1) “know your
customer” procedures, (2) monitoring for suspicious activity, and (3) procedures for reporting
suspicious activity.169 Identity verification can involve both paper and electronic identification,
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and the level of additional identification required rises with the risk in the particular industry and
transaction. Suspicious activity monitoring involves standard procedures that are designed to
reveal signs of monitoring while retaining privacy protection. All suspicious activity must be
reported to law enforcement, which takes over the investigation immediately. Suspicious
activity reporting, as part of the regulations, is the responsibility of all company staff members,
who must be trained in the signs of money laundering and be able to report their suspicions
expeditiously. In the United Kingdom, not reporting suspected money laundering is a criminal
offense with a maximum sentence of two years in prison.170
4.

Conclusion

Players or groups of players acting in concert may attempt to use legitimate gambling operations
for money laundering. To curb such activities, regulators could subject online gambling
operators to anti-money-laundering regulations that are currently in place for bricks-and-mortar
casinos and for online merchants, banks, and payment providers. The online environment
provides better opportunities for detecting money laundering by players or player groups than do
bricks-and-mortar casinos.
In an effective anti-money-laundering regime, site operators would be required to retain
comprehensive data on all deposits, withdrawals, and betting transactions and to make these
available to regulators for examination and analysis. Given complete data, most patterns related
to money laundering (such as light betting or matched bets placed by collaborators) would be
easier to detect than they are in a physical environment (where complete transaction histories are
available only in the form of video recordings).171 Software for detecting anomalies and
suspicious behavior may be operated easily and routinely on digital databases by operators,
regulators, or both.
The site operators’ obligations with respect to their own detection of money laundering would
form a part of their ordinary compliance obligations under such a licensing regime. Because of
the absence of cash in online gambling transactions, the auditable record that is created, and the
regulator-imposed reporting requirements for most transactions, it is likely that site operators can
prevent money laundering by players and terrorist financing at least as effectively as can bricksand-mortar casinos.172 In contrast, the current prohibitions related to online gambling forces
players to use unconventional forms of payment that leave harder-to-follow audit trails, and may
therefore increase the risk of money laundering.
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F.

Money Laundering by Site Operators

In addition to money laundering by players, there are concerns about money laundering by site
operators.173 The volume, speed, and international reach of Internet transactions, along with the
offshore location of many Internet gambling sites, increase the potential for misuse of these sites
by operators for laundering money. As such behavior would constitute criminal conduct by site
operators, effective management of the problem involves regulatory restrictions designed to keep
criminals out of the Internet gambling industry.
1.

The Issue of Money Laundering by Site Operators

The GAO reported in 2002 that U.S. law-enforcement officials believed money launderers might
develop Internet gambling sites for the sole purpose of laundering money.174 GAO sited the
possibility that a gambling site operator could design software to skim a percentage of customer
deposits and cloak the transactions as gaming losses. In reality these deductions would serve as
the operator’s service fee for laundering illicit funds. An alternate scenario might involve a
gambler transferring funds to the site operator or to a collaborator within the e-casino by
continuing to play until he loses the requisite amount. Conversely, if the site operator wanted to
transfer funds to a gambler, the games could be rigged so the gambler won.175
Two recent cases, involving NETeller and playwithal.com, highlight the possibility of online
gambling operators using third-party conduits to engage in money laundering, concealing the
true nature and purpose of financial transactions. In early 2007, the founders of NETeller, a
popular third party payment processor based in the Isle of Man, were arrested and charged with
laundering billions of dollars of Internet gambling proceeds.176 In 2006, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) began investigating how NETeller processed payments and helped facilitate
sports bets. NETeller used payment and shell companies to process Automatic Clearinghouse
(ACH) transactions, thus hiding the nature of payments made to U.S. customers. To get money
out of the United States, NETeller would have a payment service company receive funds on its
behalf and transfer the funds to an account controlled by NETeller in Alberta, Canada.
In the case involving playwithal.com, a sports betting website, 27 people were charged with
numerous counts, including money laundering.177 The defendants were accused of laundering
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and stashing away millions of dollars using shell corporations and bank accounts in Central
America, the Caribbean, Switzerland, and Hong Kong.
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

The United States has already enacted strict regulations to detect and deter money laundering,
and site operators should clearly be forced to comply. Control strategies for this risk thus focus
on keeping organized crime, other criminals and criminal behavior out of the industry.178 As for
all the other concerns about criminal conduct by operators, regulators will set a high bar for
initial qualification and conduct periodic reviews of key personnel and their associations. Other
jurisdictions do this already. The Isle of Man, U.K., and Alderney assess the suitability of
license applicants and require them to submit documentation to satisfy the enforcement
authorities that they are persons of good character, honesty and integrity.179 Operators in these
jurisdictions are also required to provide comprehensive financial statements and internal
accounting records for audit.180
In many U.S. states, background checks and employee verification are already standard
procedure for bricks-and-mortar casinos. For example, in New Jersey and Nevada, to obtain a
license, each casino employee must supply his or her name, address, fingerprints, and consent to
a criminal background check.181 Bricks-and-mortar casinos are also required to provide periodic
financial reports at a level of detail and in formats specified by regulators.182
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

Effective strategies to combat money laundering by site operators involve frequent and
comprehensive auditing, the application of pattern recognition to aggregated financial transaction
data, and exclusion of criminals.
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4.

Conclusion

As with the prevention of fraud and any other criminal conduct by site operators, an effective
regulatory regime would seek to bar criminals from entering the Internet gambling industry, and
seek to detect and prevent linkages developing between site operators and criminal
organizations. Regulators would also develop the capacity to search for laundering patterns
among the betting transaction data, as well as among the external financial flows data for
regulated sites. Regulators of the online gambling industry would also become natural partners
for the broader law-enforcement community seeking to detect and prevent money laundering.
G.

Violation of Jurisdictional Restrictions or Prohibitions

A key concern of some policymakers is the ability of regulated online gambling sites to adhere to
various jurisdictional restrictions and prohibitions.183 For example, with bricks-and-mortar
casinos, some states have complete prohibitions (e.g., Utah) while others have legalized most
forms of gambling (e.g., Nevada).184 Add to this mix the numerous Native American tribal
areas, and a complicated multilayered jurisdictional map emerges. This section does not
comment on federalism or the appropriateness of various levels of jurisdictional control over
online gambling. Rather, we look at the ability to ensure through federal regulation that
restrictions and prohibitions imposed at various other jurisdictional levels continue to be
respected.
1.

The Issue of Violation of Jurisdictional Restrictions

A central issue in the debate over legalization of online gambling pertains to different
jurisdictions’ abilities to preclude gambling website operators from operating from, or serving
customers within, specific states or territories.185
Federal laws, such as the Wire Act and the UIGEA, removed some aspects of states’ ability to
choose legalization and regulation.186 On the one hand, the passage of the UIGEA in 2006
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increased the federal government’s control over online gambling and restricts users’ ability to
fund their online accounts, casting a broad net over any state attempts to legalize online
gambling.187 On the other hand, states have no recourse against offshore sites that provide
gambling services to their residents.188
Despite concerns that the legalization of online gambling would override various jurisdictions’
rights to regulate gambling, technology can give states that opt out of legalization some
assurance that their restrictions will be enforced.189 A well-crafted federal regulatory regime
could respect jurisdictional differences with regard to legalization of online gambling.
2.

Regulatory Strategy

Proposed legislation provides for the ability of states and Native American tribal groups to opt
out of legalization.190 A federal licensing system would need to ensure (1) that site operators
“adopt and implement systems to enforce any applicable Federal, State, and Indian tribe
limitations on Internet gambling” and (2) that license applicants have a program “to verify the
State or tribal land in which the customer is located at the time the customer attempts to initiate a
bet or wager.”191 Further, currently proposed legislation prohibits licensees only from
“knowingly” accepting bets from jurisdictions that opt out, presumably to prevent state actions
against operators for mere negligence.192 It would be possible to press operators further,
requiring them to acquire and operate state-of-the-art methods in this area, effectively
guaranteeing their “knowledge” in all but the most unusual of circumstances.
A regulatory strategy to solve jurisdictional issues must entail oversight by a regulator that can
monitor site operators, including the use of mystery shopper, to ensure compliance. Beyond that,
however, the issue of different jurisdictional restrictions or prohibitions is essentially a technical
question: does the technology exist to implement such restrictions or prohibitions?
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3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

Many technologies are available to mitigate the risks of jurisdictional violations of restrictions or
prohibitions.
To adhere to UIGEA restrictions that prohibit funding of online gambling accounts, some
overseas gambling operators, such as PartyGaming, Sportingbet, and Paradise Poker, have used
geolocation techniques to selectively deny services to their customers on the basis of their
location within the United States.193 Similar technology may also be applied to help address the
problem of jurisdictional differences in gambling law within the United States.
Geolocation entails using “Internet infrastructure information to determine the geographic
location of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses associated with Internet-connected devices.”194 It is a
way of determining the physical location of an Internet user, with varying degrees of accuracy.
When an Internet user types a website address into a Web browser, the browser sends an access
request to the server of the requested website. This request reveals the IP address of the user,
which the requested website forwards to a geolocation provider. The provider, which has built a
database of the locations of IP addresses, assesses the location of the user. Public-source
geolocation data can often identify the location of IP addresses at the country, state, and even
city levels.195
Gambling websites would, of course, require initial registration information from their users,
including the users’ name and address. This is the first line of defense against jurisdictional
concerns, because a person attempting to register with a Utah address, for example, would be
precluded from opening an account.196 This information can be cross-checked against supplied
information, such as credit card information, bank account numbers, driver’s license details, or
passport information to determine any mismatch in the reported location.197 Players from
excluded jurisdictions, or ones whose physical location cannot be verified, can summarily be
prevented from opening an account.
This process should serve as a deterrent to casual users in prohibited jurisdictions who do not
intend to circumvent the laws of their jurisdiction. Subsequently, however, the site must use
geolocation to ensure that users, even if they were eligible at registration, are in a permitted
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jurisdiction while gambling. Geolocation software can pinpoint the user’s location and, if in
doubt, flag it for site operators to either further investigate or block access immediately.
Critics of geolocation claim that it is inherently unreliable and subject to relatively easy
circumvention, citing failure rates in the range of 20% to 30%.198 For example, a wireless access
card, a common method of accessing the Internet on a laptop while traveling, may confuse
geolocation services, and each service may show the user to be in highly disparate locations.199
The online gambling firm bwin uses a geolocation service, and although the company believes
that the service can reliably determine the country in which a player is located, it does not
currently rely on results at a state or city level.200 Supporters and geolocation companies
themselves, however, insist that the technology is highly accurate. Quova, a market leader in
geolocation technology, claimed virtually 100% accuracy in helping Ladbrokes, the world’s
largest bookmaker, to block Dutch users from accessing its site.201 Other estimates of accuracy
run from 85% to 99%.202
Geolocation technology is already used for a number of purposes, such as restricting access to
content, protecting media rights, and delivering location-based content to users. It is used by
organizations such as the New York State Lottery, the British Columbia Lottery, Major League
Baseball, and the Alaska Permanent Fund.203 It is also used to detect and deter fraud at online
retailers by comparing the user’s location with his or her credit card address, for example, and
governments and law enforcement agencies use geolocation to help track Internet criminals.204
Technologies to circumvent geolocation do exist, such as “overt and transparent proxies,
firewalls, filters and filtering services, Network Address Translators, private address spaces,
point-to-point links, tunnels, and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), that further obfuscate the
198
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true source and destination of communications.”205 In some cases, the user could be on a
different continent from the one indicated by their IP address because he or she may be using one
of the above technologies that masks the true location. VPN programs, which many people use
to access work networks from home or while traveling, effectively mask one’s location. In fact,
many gateways to the Internet, such as America Online or proxy servers, by their nature offer
geographic separation between the IP address and the end user.206
Geolocation software, however, can exploit the physical characteristics of the connection, such
as the round-trip delay, to detect these countermeasures and assign a “confidence factor,”
indicating the probability that the reported location is the user’s actual location.207 Also, the
software can determine if the destination address belongs to a cable company, a DSL provider, or
a dial-up ISP. Thus, the destination can indicate the user’s connection type and whether it is too
risky to accurately verify the user’s location.208 In these cases, the customer’s account can be
blocked completely from using the service until his or her location can be determined with
greater certainty, or the site’s compliance department can flag the account for further review.
Further review could involve requiring the user to submit additional information, which then
may be subject to manual or real-time verification.209
The regulator may impose specific requirements on the confidence of any geolocation
information, on the basis of the confidence factor determined by the software, in essence to
“tune” the thresholds for acceptance, rejection, and further verification.210 For example, the New
York Lottery and the British Columbia Lottery use Aristotle’s verification service for
geolocation. Both organizations require nearly 100% confidence scores in order to allow users
to participate in their respective lotteries.211 In this way, regulators can have as much assurance
as they require in the geolocation system, making it an effective means of excluding individuals
in any specific jurisdiction.
4.

Conclusion

Beyond the issue of sanctions, licensed sites may have an incentive to be lax with geolocation
controls: excluding users from certain states lowers their overall customer base. Therefore, a
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regulator must ensure that geolocation controls are updated frequently and meet desired
standards of quality. Frequent mystery shopping at U.S. sites conducted from locations within
restricted states is one option, and violators could risk losing their valuable operating license if
they chose to operate lax verification techniques. This combination of oversight and state-of-theart technology should help ensure that various jurisdictions maintain control over their own
gambling laws and prevent complex interstate legal disputes.
H.

Breaches of Data Confidentiality

Online gambling websites often hold personal and confidential information of their customers,
including credit card and bank account numbers, names, addresses, and other sensitive
information. One of the challenges for a regulator is to ensure that personal information is used
only for legitimate purposes and is not disseminated or accessed improperly.
1.

The Issue of Data Confidentiality

All online businesses involved in monetary transactions are susceptible to breaches of data
confidentiality.212 Breaches can include hackers stealing credit card or other personal
information, employees storing or accessing sensitive information improperly, and sites
accidentally releasing personal information.213 Although the deliberate theft of data is a
significant problem, more than 88% of all cases of data breaches in 2008 resulted from insiders’
negligence.214 Once released, the data can then be used for various illegal purposes and may lead
to identity theft and credit card fraud.
Unlike other countries, the United States does not maintain any general data privacy laws at a
federal level.215 Instead, individual states have wide latitude to enact laws protecting consumers’
data, and currently 45 states have laws governing data breaches by companies.216 Online
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gamblers residing in the United States currently have no protection against breaches of their
personal data beyond those implemented by the online gambling site itself.
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

In 2003, California became the first state to pass a comprehensive law on notification of data
breaches. The law requires companies that experience a breach to notify all data subjects “in the
most expedient time possible and without unreasonable delay” if certain types of personal
information are released unintentionally. It is important to note that the data must have been
unencrypted to trigger the notification.217
A 2009 bill proposed by Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont, dubbed the Personal Data Privacy
and Security Act, aims to “require data brokers and companies to establish and implement data
privacy and security programs.”218 Leahy notes that more than 250 million records containing
personal information have been breached since 2005.219 The law would require companies that
store customers’ personal data to establish internal control policies and to give notice when a
breach of data occurs. The bill would preempt state laws on these matters.220 It also would
establish an Office of Federal Identity Protection to assist consumers with issues of identity theft
and data correction.221
In Europe, most data privacy laws are highly stringent—much more so than in the United States.
The European Union’s Data Protection Directive, issued in 1995, introduced strong controls on
data privacy and the rights of consumers.222 Among other provisions, it requires that data be
relevant to the purpose for which it is kept, stored no longer than necessary, and verifiable by
consumers. It also requires that, if data are to be processed (i.e., collected and used), (1) the data
subject should have given explicit consent for its use and (2) the processing must be necessary
for the performance of a contract, required by a legal obligation, necessary to protect the data
subject’s life, or necessary to perform a task of public interest.
Various jurisdictions across the world that have legalized and regulated online gambling
maintain rules on data confidentiality and privacy:
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•

The Isle of Man’s gambling regulations “specify detailed rules on the way
accounts must be managed, privacy of information on account holders and
prescribe the penalty for contravention which is £5,000 for each violation.”223
Site operators in the Isle of Man are also bound to the rules in the Data Protection
Act 2002, the island’s legislation concerning data privacy. One of the Act’s
provisions provides for compensation for “[a]n individual who suffers damage by
reason of any contravention by a data controller of any of the requirements of this
Act.”224

•

lderney’s regulatory system requires that “[c]ustomer privacy and data protection
principles are observed.”225

•

Gibraltar requires that information about a player not be disclosed to a third party
except under certain circumstances.226 Gibraltar’s regulator also requires that data
be obtained lawfully, kept and used only for the purposes for which it was
obtained, stored safely, and accessible by the customer.227
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

Effective data protection begins with the establishment of internal controls and policies by the
gambling website. Betting site 888.com states in its privacy policy that it is “committed to
respecting your privacy and to complying with applicable data protection and privacy laws and
we have therefore provided this Privacy Policy to help you understand how we collect, use and
safeguard your PII [personally identifiable information].”228 It also states that the site’s
employees and data processors have an obligation to respect users’ privacy. Betfair’s privacy
policy claims the site “endeavour[s] to ensure that [its] business practices that involve the use
of…Personal Information are compliant with privacy regulations in the countries where [it]
operate[s],” and it claims that it has assembled a “world class Information Security Management
System.”229
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Maintaining secure computer systems is a demanding task. Although the various technological
solutions—secure operating systems, file encryption, network firewalls—have their weaknesses
the primary failure mechanism for data security is human mistakes and carelessness.230
Absent regulation, gaming site operators would not bear many of the costs associated with the
improper disclosure of personal information. Thus, a regulatory mechanism is needed to align
the operator’s incentives with those of consumers. A significant fine for each consumer record
improperly released is one such incentive.
With the proper incentives, the gaming site operator will engage in the security engineering,
training of staff, and auditing needed to protect consumer records.
4.

Conclusion

In an effective regulatory regime, the regulator would require the internal controls and privacy
policies described in this section to be present on gambling websites and be highly visible to
customers. The regulator would ensure that employees receive training in relevant data
protection policies and that players have the ability to access and, if necessary, modify their
personal information. It would also establish the types of data that can be stored and the length
of time after which the data must be deleted. Finally, the regulatory regime may impose criminal
or civil liability on site operators whose data is breached, and it can require regular audits, either
by the regulator itself or by independent third parties, of data encryption policies and other
protection systems. There is no reason to believe that licensed online gambling operators would
be any less able or willing to fulfill these obligations than other online merchants with similar
data custody obligations. For more discussion on technological strategies to protect sites’
integrity and customers’ personal data, see Section I, Communications and Computer Security
Failures.
I.

Communications and Computer Security Failures

Security of websites, to prevent improper use of or access to sensitive data, is a ubiquitous and
serious concern in e-commerce. Hackers can undermine site security, alter a site’s behavior, shut
it down, access customers’ confidential information, or use one site as a platform from which to
launch broader malicious activities across the web. Online gambling sites would be responsible,
in just the same way as other merchant sites, for implementing proper controls and in
cooperating with law enforcement agencies in the control of cybercrime.
1.

The Issue of Communications and Computer Security Failures

Web server security can be compromised from two directions. The first is over the network (i.e.
through internet connections). Second, and perhaps more importantly, a website’s servers are
also subject to attack or misuse by the gaming site’s own employees. A key employee may be
able to install software that subverts a system, destroys the integrity of games, interferes with
230
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customer accounts, or improperly transmits customers’ personal or financial information. Even
an ordinary virus may render a site inoperative, making it impossible for customers to access
their accounts or recover their deposits. Phishing attacks, directed at customers through a
gambling website, may also be a concern.
Attacks may involve unauthorized attempts to login using someone else’s account, or
exploitation of some security weakness in the web server software itself or in the
communications software on the server.231
Protecting gaming websites from intruders is little different from the problem faced by
government agencies or online merchants such as Amazon. Many organizations do this quite
well as a matter of course, and licensed gambling site operators should be held to a high
standard.
There are currently no U.S. federal laws regarding data breaches, and the issue is left to
individual states. However, acts of hacking and computer fraud are addressed by the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act, originally enacted in 1986, which covers any interstate or international
computer communications.232 The Act criminalizes a wide range of computer fraud, including
improperly accessing a “protected” computer with intent to defraud and knowingly transmitting a
program or code that causes damage to multiple computers. A 2008 amendment to the law
eliminated the requirement for the communications to be interstate or international in cases
involving theft and broadened the definition of a “protected computer” to mean any computer
used in interstate or foreign communication.
Like other heavily-used websites, gambling sites are susceptible to denial-of-service attacks,
which overload a website’s servers and force it to shut down.233 The threat of such attacks has
been used to extort money from website operators. Perpetrators of such extortion have included
organized crime groups from the Middle East and Asia.234 In 2004, British bookmakers alone
lost $70 million due to “cyber-extortion” by just one hacking team, and companies such as
231
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Canbet, Harrods Casino, Inter Casino Poker, Totalbet, VIP Casino, and William Hill have been
the victims of denial-of-service attacks.235
Users of gambling websites are also susceptible to phishing, or the use of fraudulent but crediblelooking website-mimics to deceive the user into releasing personal information or to install
viruses and other malware onto their computers.236 Phishing may take many forms including
fraudulent or misleading email, website pop-up advertisements, or other forms of electronic
communication such as text messaging. Phishing attacks cost consumers more than $3 billion
annually in the form of fraudulent credit card charges, withdrawals from compromised bank
accounts, time spent rectifying fraud problems, and reduced trust in online commerce.237
Depending upon factors such as the website’s payout policy or the ability to transfer funds
between players, gambling websites can be attractive targets for phishing.238
2.

Existing Controls in Other Jurisdictions

In a licensed regulatory environment, gambling site operators would be expected to play their
part—just like any other e-commerce merchant—in eliminating their own security vulnerabilities
and cooperating with law-enforcement agencies in cybercrime control. Existing U.S. laws
(federal and state) regarding computer intrusion would apply, and sites would have recourse to
law enforcement support if they suffered attacks. Other nations have legal regimes similar to the
U.S. with respect to cybercrime. France, Germany, and the United Kingdom all have laws
specifically targeting cybercrime, and the European Union is currently looking to both strengthen
its laws on cybersecurity and harmonize the laws of its member states.239 The European Union is
also considering a system through which members can report Internet-based attacks to each other
and record arrests and prosecutions.240 The Licensing, Regulation, and Alcohol Strategy division
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in Australia’s Northern Territory requires license applicants to submit their information
technology security protocols for a risk assessment, and their controls must adhere to Australian
and New Zealand AS/NZS 4444 standards for information security.241
The issue of hacking is not completely unfamiliar to bricks-and-mortar casinos. They use quite
sophisticated electronic systems, which are vulnerable as well.242 A regulatory strategy for
online gambling would require implementation and maintenance of state-of-the-art security
controls, cooperation with law-enforcement on cybercrime issues, comprehensive testing of site
and account security for the sake of defending consumers’ privacy and interests, and mandatory
reporting of any attacks.243
3.

Relevant Technologies for Risk Mitigation

The key technologies for gambling website security are the same as those used by other on-line
merchants. These include (1) network firewalls that isolate databases, administrative systems,
and development systems from the Internet, (2) high-quality servers with up-to-date security
patches, (3) a continuing process of monitoring and logging attempts to break into the system
over the Internet, (4) secure database and transactional software, and (5) the use of secure,
encrypted protocols for communications between users and the gambling website.244
Intruders who gain access to a user’s credentials and use those credentials to open a fraudulent
connection can be combated in several ways. Many gambling sites work by having users
download and install dedicated client software to access the site rather than relying on standard
web browsers. This dedicated client software can implement security protocols that resist a
variety of exploits such as keystroke loggers and “man-in-the-middle” attacks.245 For example,
the gambling site could use encryption keys based, in part, on information exchanged at
registration and stored on the user’s computer. This approach, however, is not as user friendly as
a simple login (e.g., user name and password), as it would make the use of any computer other
than the user’s regular computer more difficult.
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Another approach is to add a feature to the user’s password. It is common for high-value
websites to put an additional password on a physical device, such as a small keyfob that displays
a six-digit number that changes once per minute.246 The user logs in by supplying the user name,
password, and the number on the fob, and these are passed through to the server, which
authenticates them and permits the user to log in. This technology protects against lost and easyto-guess passwords but not against man-in-the-middle attacks. However, if the site requires the
user to employ dedicated client software, that client software can use the 6-digit number as part
of the encryption key for establishing the connection between the user’s computer and the web
server; this technique would successfully protect against man-in-the-middle attacks.247
Gambling site operators are already aware of some of these options. For example,
PartyGaming’s privacy policy states that it stores all players’ personal information in a
password-protected database behind a state-of-the-art firewall, and the site itself supports SSL
version 3 security with 128-bit encryption.248 It also states that it ensures that affiliates,
subsidiaries, agents, and suppliers use secure technology. The site 888.com claims that it uses
advanced SSL and PGP protocols for security along with public/private key encryption and
firewalls.249 Both sites employ secure, dedicated client software. Other gambling sites also
enumerate details about their security policies and procedures, all of which are designed to
prevent unauthorized access to personal information.
Denial-of-service attacks present a particular challenge to gaming site operators. The harmful
traffic usually arises from thousands or tens of thousands of computers that have been infected
with a virus that permits the author of the virus to remotely control the infected computer. The
individual commanding such a network can direct the entire network to begin loading pages from
the gambling website. If the website is designed to serve a thousand active users but ten
thousand computers begin loading web pages at ten times the rate of a normal user, service from
the website could collapse.
Some technological countermeasures are available to the website operator—for example the
website could place limits on the number of new computers from which it will accept
connections. However, if the flow of incoming traffic is big enough it will overload the
connections between the gambling site and the rest of the Internet. Thus, the ultimate control of
denial-of-service attacks must come from web administrators, providers of operating system
software, and network service providers.
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Security failures in computer operating systems are the gateway through which most viruses
infect computers. Network service providers have the ability to monitor traffic flows on many
different paths and can detect patterns of activity that indicate the beginnings of a denial-ofservice attack. They may also be able to control denial-of-service attacks at locations far from
the connection to the gambling site.
For this reason, sites must work closely with regulators and government agencies to identify and
deal with cybercriminals. Regulators should develop cooperative relationships with private
security experts and advocate for cost-effective, industry-wide benchmarks for cyber-security.250
Finally, legislators should consider imposing civil liability on site operators for any harm caused
by computer intrusions, at least when site security precautions were not up to the requisite
standard.251
Finally, gambling site operators, like all other online merchants, should implement anti-phishing
measures to prevent financial harm to consumers and maintain the integrity of their operations.
The sites should play their role in helping to educate consumers about safe browsing habits and
how to recognize phishing.252
4.

Conclusion

Significant international attention is already being paid to cybercrime in general. Website
security is a matter of global concern for businesses and government alike, by no means specific
to online gambling. According to a Cyberspace Policy Review report released in 2009 by the
Cybersecurity Chief at the National Security Council, “a growing array of state and non-state
actors are compromising, stealing, changing, or destroying information and could cause critical
disruptions to U.S. systems.”253 The report recommends a coordinated effort by federal, state,
and local governments along with security experts in the private sector, and it urges the
government to “identify procurement strategies that will incentivize the market to make more
secure products and services available to the public.”254 It goes on to recommend “adjustments
to liability considerations (reduced liability in exchange for improved security or increased
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liability for the consequences of poor security), indemnification, tax incentives, and new
regulatory requirements and compliance mechanisms.”255
While all online merchants would benefit from increased governmental and law enforcement
support, online gambling operators are ultimately responsible for their own sites’ security. Site
operators will naturally be concerned with their reputations for integrity and reliability, but
regulation can introduce new incentives to ensure that operators deploy effective security. The
regulator might choose to mandate some specific technologies, such as SSL encryption and
dedicated client software; and it can sharpen the incentives for effective control by imposing
higher levels of liability for any sites that fail to implement adequate precautions.
J.

Problem Gambling
1.

Problem Gambling

We expect that problem gambling behaviors may receive more attention in the upcoming debates
than any of the other categories of risk. Therefore, we discuss problem gambling in more detail
in Section III below.
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III.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO PROBLEM GAMBLING
A.

Introduction

Unlike the other nine risks, the potential effect of legalization on problem gambling is less
obvious a priori. On the one hand, in a well-regulated online environment, gamblers (including
existing U.S.-based online gamblers) would have more access to mechanisms with which to try
to curb their problem behavior. These include tools for self-exclusion and self-limits as well as
greater awareness of and access to clinical and self-help resources. On the other hand,
pathological or addictive gambling behaviors might nevertheless be exacerbated by the increased
opportunity to gamble at any time and from anywhere.
B.

What is Problem Gambling?
1.

Terminology

Problem gambling is a term without a specific definition that refers to the fact that some
individuals who gamble do so irresponsibly and damage or disrupt personal, financial, or social
pursuits.256 The term can apply to a wide spectrum of cases, from less severe ones where
individuals experience some degree of gambling-related problems to more severe cases in which
individuals are clinically diagnosed with pathological gambling—an impulse control disorder.257
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2.

Prevalence Rates and Trends

Worldwide: Most research indicates that about 1% of the adult population worldwide
experiences severe problem gambling.258 Moreover, studies indicate that severe problem
gambling rates globally have stabilized over time at about 1%.259
United States: Various studies have been conducted to estimate the prevalence of problem
gambling in the United States. According to the National Council on Problem Gambling, about
1% of the U.S. adult population meets the criteria for pathological gambling in a given year.
Another 2% to 3% would be considered problem gamblers.260 In a meta-analysis of 120
previously conducted prevalence studies in the United States and Canada, researchers at the
Division of Addictions at Harvard Medical School derived point-in-time estimates of problem
gambling rates. They noted that 1% to 2% of the adult population met criteria for lifetime
pathological gambling.261 A more recent estimate from a nationally representative survey in the
United States found lifetime pathological gambling rates within the general population of
0.4%.262 In an interview in mid 2009, Howard J. Shaffer, an addiction expert at Harvard
University, noted that despite the substantial growth in gambling opportunities and overall
gambling volume over the last two decades in the United States, the rate of problem gambling
among the adult population has stayed roughly constant. Shaffer also stated that the incidence of
problem gambling in the United States had declined slightly since the 1970s, from 0.7% to
0.6%.263
Online Gambling and the Incidence of Problem Gambling: Some studies have claimed an
association between increased gambling exposure and increased incidence of problem
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gambling.264 In addition, commentators have suggested that the increased accessibility inherent
in online gambling magnifies such risks.265 However, more recent studies specific to online
gambling, most conducted since the advent of legal and regulated online gambling, have
indicated that online gambling does not inherently encourage excessive gambling.266 For
example, researchers at Harvard Medical School studied real-time betting activities of 48,000
Internet players over two years and found that their betting levels in Internet sports gambling and
casino games were moderate. Most gamblers placed fewer than four bets per day, and sports
gamblers tended to moderate their play based on their wins and losses; i.e., they played less often
when they lost money and more often when they won money.267 Also, a large-scale British study
in 2007 found no increase in the rate of problem gambling in the United Kingdom since 1999,
despite a large increase in the number of new gambling opportunities (although the number of
people who had gambled in the past year decreased between 1999 and 2007).268
C.

Potential Effects of Legalization of Online Gambling on Problem Gambling

Some researchers and policymakers have expressed concerns about the impact of online
gambling on problem gambling.269 They fear that legalization of online gambling might spur
excessive gambling and problem gambling incidence by facilitating (1) unlimited access and
availability of gambling platforms; (2) anonymity, which would allow gamblers to participate
without fear of stigma; (3) gambling under the influence; (4) decreased perception of value of
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money; and (5) isolation.270 A notable example of this concern is the 1999 assertion by the
National Gambling Impact Study Commission that the three main reasons to prohibit online
gambling are abuse by underage gamblers, addiction by pathological gamblers due to its high
speed and instant gratification, and the potential for criminal activities.271 Policymakers are also
concerned about negative spillovers to the rest of society, including increases in crime, lost work
and school hours, and increase in personal debt. However, the only reason cited in the Safe Port
Act (the sponsoring legislation of the UIGEA) for banning financial transactions to and from
online gambling sites is that it leads to debt collection problems for U.S. financial institutions.272
The following sections describe and analyze mechanisms through which legalization could affect
the level of problem gambling in the United States. We identify several mechanisms by which
legalization is commonly expected to increase the incidence of problem gambling and two
mechanisms by which regulation might be expected to alleviate problem gambling.
1.

Potential Adverse Effects of Legalization

The following section describes several mechanisms by which legalization is commonly
expected to increase the incidence of problem gambling.
a.

Removal of Legal Deterrence

Potential Effect: It is commonly believed that current legal restrictions on online gambling have
deterred would-be gamblers from engaging in the Internet’s version of gambling. Therefore,
legalization may accentuate problem gambling by eliminating any legal inhibitions would-be
gamblers have toward online gambling. In the 2007 UNLV survey of Nevadans, researchers
found that approximately 12% of “non-online gamblers” (defined as those respondents who had
not gambled online, but who may or may not have otherwise gambled) would be more likely to
participate in online gambling if it were licensed and regulated by the state of Nevada.273
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Mitigating Considerations: It can be argued that the lifting of the prohibition itself is unlikely to
have any significant impact on would-be gamblers’ willingness to gamble online, because
gamblers in the United States are generally ignorant or completely confused about existing legal
restrictions.274 Support for this argument is found in the survey mentioned above, in which
researchers discovered that 53.7% of responders were unclear regarding the legal status of online
gambling. Approximately 17% thought online gambling was legal, and the remaining 29.5%
thought it was illegal.275 This result indicates general confusion among gamblers in the United
States about current legal restrictions.276 In addition, 87.9% of the responders noted that the
current legal status of online gambling did not affect their desire to gamble online, whereas 4%
indicated that their desire to gamble online was very much affected by its current legal status.
Moreover, the absence of any enforcement against online gamblers until very recently may have
diluted the deterrent effect of legal restrictions on would-be gamblers’ inclination to gamble,
leading one to argue that complete removal of such restrictions in the future would not have a
major impact on the behavior of would-be gamblers. 277
b.

Introduction of Trustworthy Brands

Potential Effect: Legalization may lead to increased comfort with gambling online, because
U.S.-based sites, with trusted brands and subject to strict regulation, would offer a range of
protections to gamblers that many offshore sites do not.278 Moreover, greater competition in the
sector, with gambling platforms offering better deals to would-be gamblers, might lead to
increased volumes and greater incidence of problem gambling.
Researchers indicate that security concerns and legitimacy are two main reasons cited by
gamblers for not gambling online.279 Currently, Online Casino City, a guide to online gambling
websites, lists 1,906 gambling websites from 70 different jurisdictions, 42 of which have sites
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that allow players from the United States.280 The majority of these websites are privately owned,
and many are located in countries with no reporting requirements.281
In such situations, where consumers are uncertain and have limited experiences with providers,
brand associations are known to be particularly influential.282 In a recent survey, researchers at
the University of Lethbridge found that the general reputation of the website was the most
common reason identified by online gamblers for choosing to gamble at one Internet site over
another.283 Thus, the introduction of branded providers that are inherently perceived to be
trustworthy might attract more gamblers to participate in online gambling.284
Mitigating Considerations: It can be argued that gamblers most likely to be influenced by the
availability of trusted brand-name sites are those who gamble already, perhaps in the casino
environment, and hence know the brands.285 Although these gamblers may indeed shift their
business, this shift would represent displacement, not overall growth. Further, the displacement
would be from bricks-and-mortar to online gambling, which can offer more options and
protections for problem gamblers than can land-based casinos.286
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c.

Increased Accessibility

Potential Effect: One of the most common critiques of online gambling is the increase in access
and availability inherent in Internet-based gambling platforms.287 Many believe that increased
access to gambling and 24-hour-a-day availability may exacerbate problem gambling.288 In
addition, online gambling also facilitates (1) anonymity, allowing gamblers to participate without
fear of stigma; (2) gambling under the influence; and (3) decreased perception of the value of
money, thereby elevating the risks of problem gambling. Potential risks posed by the frequency
and speed of gaming, variety of games, and smaller permissible bet size on the Internet are
frequently cited.289
Mitigating Considerations: U.S. residents already have online gambling options available to
them all day, everyday, and from anywhere. So the addition of U.S.-licensed sites would not
alter that particular reality.290 Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2b below, regulation can
assuage these concerns. Responsible gaming features and safeguards, including links to problem
gambling help-lines and websites, self-exclusion programs, and self-imposed time and money
limits, are some common features that can be enforced to curb problem gambling. In fact, some
have suggested that problem gamblers may benefit the most from the legalization of online
gambling, because they would gain access to the tools required by the regulator.291
d.

Easier Flow of Funds if UIGEA Restrictions are Lifted

Potential Effect: Absent UIGEA restriction, U.S. residents would be able to make deposits to and
withdrawals from online sites with greater ease. The UIGEA was intended to stop the transfer of
funds from U.S. gamblers to online gambling websites. Instead of criminalizing gambling itself,
the UIGEA was intended to prevent U.S. residents from gambling by restricting the role of
financial institutions in transmitting payments to and from gaming operators.
Mitigating Considerations: Currently, enough workarounds have been designed, and are actively
promoted to consumers by offshore online gambling sites, to render the existing restrictions
largely ineffective. U.S. gamblers primarily use services provided by offshore financial
intermediaries unrelated to gambling sites, such as e-wallets, that allow customers to get around
the restrictions placed by the UIGEA. An e-wallet is an online account in which money can be
deposited and used in commercial transactions. The e-wallet draws on a consumer’s bank or
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credit card and routes the funds to the merchant, in this case an online gambling website. The
most widely used e-wallets facilitate billions of dollars in commerce annually and are based and
regulated offshore.292
The UIGEA restrictions have not produced the intended deterrence to online gambling and may
have unintentionally led to the surfeit of unregulated offshore intermediaries, which act as
alternatives to regulated U.S.-domiciled financial institutions. Removal of these restrictions is
therefore expected to have limited impact on the incidence of problem gambling.
In addition, as discussed in Section E, legalization would give regulators an opportunity to gain
better oversight on such international money transfers when routed through regulated financial
institutions. It would also provide consumers with the protections already available to credit
card holders in the event of fraud, disputes, and complaints.
e.

Advertising

Potential Effect: Currently, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) has the authority to prohibit
the advertising of illegal Internet gambling websites. In 2003, the DOJ issued letters to the
National Association of Broadcasters and other media groups noting that allowing advertising for
online gambling websites may be considered aiding or abetting illegal gambling operations.293
Legalization of online gambling may, however, facilitate resumption of advertising in support of
the online business.294
The high level of exposure to land- and river-based gambling and state lottery advertisements has
contributed to gambling’s normalization and perception as an ordinary and harmless activity.295
Various marketing strategies, including pop-up promotions, free or practice games, and direct
email campaigns, are already being used to promote online gambling.296 Some advocates
suggest that such advertising could lure would-be and existing gamblers to participate in online
gambling, thereby leading to greater incidence of problem gambling.297
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Mitigating Considerations: A note of caution is needed about the links that connect increased
advertising for online gambling with increased problem gambling. First, the connection between
increased advertising and aggregate growth of online gambling volume is likely and is supported
by forecasts of increased online gambling post legalization.298 However, no research has been
done to establish how much of the increase in online gambling is displacement of already
existing land-based gambling versus new gamblers or increased activity by existing gamblers.
Second, the connection between increased online gambling and increased incidence of problem
gambling is also not established. Early research indicates that, at least in mature markets such as
the United Kingdom, access to additional gambling opportunities in general and the addition of
online gambling opportunities in particular do not appear to increase the incidence of problem
gambling.299
Some regulations have been enacted to limit the advertisement of gambling products across
various jurisdictions. In the United Kingdom, the introduction of the Gambling Act brought new
restrictions on gambling advertising and subjected it to regulation by the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS), the British Gambling Commission, and the Advertising Standards
Agency, as well as its former regulatory bodies, the Broadcast Committee of Advertising
Practice (BCAP) and the Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP).300 The various regulations
include provisions prohibiting advertising to minors or vulnerable adults, among others.
In addition to these rules, however, the gambling industry has issued a “voluntary” code for
socially responsible advertising, which specifically requires that advertisements include the
address of the United Kingdom’s problem gambling help website and encourages operators to
include responsible gambling messages in their advertisements.301 The code also introduces a
“watershed” time of 9 p.m., before which any newly permitted forms of gambling cannot be
advertised, although the code does allow for the advertising of sports betting around televised
298
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in a note to investors, the investment bank Goldman Sachs predicted a legalized online gambling market in the
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http://www.egrmagazine.com/news/industry/168682/us-to-legalise-online-gambling-worth-and3612bngoldman-sachs-predicts.thtml (last accessed on August 26, 2009). Also, in an analysis provided to a payment
processing firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers estimated the federal revenue effect of legalized online gambling to
range from $13.0 billion (with a higher number of states opting out of the legislation) to $25.9 billion (with a
lower number of states opting out) for the period 2010–2019. See PricewaterhouseCoopers, Estimate of
Federal Revenue Effect of Proposal to Regulate and Tax Online Gambling – Executive Summary, prepared for
UC Group, April 24, 2009,
http://www.safeandsecureig.org/media/pwc09.pdf (last accessed on August 28, 2009).
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sporting events.302 In Australia, advertising restrictions are determined by the states/territories;
most prohibit advertising to minors and the use of misleading statements, while some have no
specific regulations.303 The National Gaming Board of South Africa has set forth guidelines
regarding advertising, prohibiting, among others, advertising to minors and advertising that may
encourage excessive gambling.304 The U.S. could impose whatever targeted restrictions on
advertising deemed necessary or appropriate.
2.

Potential Benefits of Legalization

The following sections describe two mechanisms through which regulation could reduce
problem gambling. Regulators could implement (1) public policy measures designed to educate
the public on the dangers of problem gambling and (2) efforts to provide resources to those
affected by problem gambling.305
a.

Access to Funding to Increase Awareness of Problem Gambling

If the United States decides to legalize and tax online gambling, significant revenues may accrue
from the imposition of taxes and license fees.306 Australia, Costa Rica, Great Britain, Aruba, and
Antigua are some of the many countries that have recognized tax benefits from legalizing online
gambling.307
The United States could use tax and license revenues to substantially boost publicly funded
prevention, counseling, and treatment programs as well as research on gambling addiction.308
Currently, statutes in some states require that information regarding problem gambling be
provided to persons participating in any form of legalized gambling. At least three states require
that telephone helplines be maintained for problem gamblers.
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Advocates for problem gamblers have been very vocal about the under-funding in existing
budgets for prevention, counseling, and treatment services and observe that most health insurers
currently do not cover these services.309 Only 25 states provide any funding for problem
gambling programs.310 Availability of tax dollars from online gambling revenues and licensing
fees could be used to substantially bolster problem-gambling awareness and treatment programs,
and to provide educational supports for parents and higher-educational institutions dealing with
underage gambling.
b.

Wider Implementation of Responsible Gambling Features

Legalization of online gambling could lead to the introduction and wider implementation of
regulations that give online gamblers tools for controlling their own gambling behaviors.311
Online gamblers today have access to a variety of online gambling options. However, research
indicates the general lack of responsible gambling practices and safeguards offered by these
online gambling websites. A 2004 exploratory study of 30 U.K.-based Internet gambling sites
found that very few sites engaged in socially responsible practices.312 Of the 30 sites, 26 had no
reference to a problem gambling help resource; further, 20 sites showed no evidence of social
responsibility and 29 sites did not seem to give an option to self-exclude from the site.
Various types of responsible gambling practices have been advocated, including links to problem
gambling helplines and websites, self-exclusion programs, and self-imposed time and money
limits. 313 Some common elements of regulatory structures across leading online gambling
jurisdictions include (1) requiring operators to provide players with mechanisms to set their own
309
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betting limits or limit the deposits they make to their online gambling accounts; (2) requiring site
operators to allow gamblers to self-exclude from participating in gambling with the operator; (3)
permitting family members to petition to exclude a gambler from a website; (4) banning
extension of credit to players; (5) requiring operators to display prominent links to support and
counseling services.314 In addition to these, the European Gaming and Betting Association lists
approximately 50 provisions related to mitigating problem gambling.315 U.S. regulators could
use this list as a menu from which to identify and evaluate various safeguards. The list includes
requiring registration pages to offer self-diagnostic tests designed to help would-be gamblers
understand their own attitudes and vulnerabilities, and requiring operators to impose speed-ofplay, compulsory time-outs, or player-loss-rate caps.316 Aristotle, Inc., mentioned previously,
has produced the Integrity Self-Exclusion List (SEL), an international database of people who
have chosen to exclude themselves from bricks-and-mortar and online gambling.317 If an
excluded gambler attempts to open an account, Integrity will not return an approval code from its
verification system.318 Finally, gambling sites can train staff to identify spending patterns that
indicate problem gambling and to contact the gambler directly.319
In assessing the general effectiveness of responsible gaming features in the context of online
gambling, one 2008 study by researchers at Harvard University demonstrated that responsible
gaming safeguards can be effective in the Internet gambling environment. With self-limits,
online gamblers reduced their frequency of play—both the number of days on which they placed
bets and the number of bets they placed per betting day. The amount they wagered per bet did
not change significantly, although the online gamblers did reduce the total amount they wagered.
320
In a large-scale survey of online gamblers, when asked about the usefulness of including
314
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responsible gambling features, such as self-imposed time limits, self-exclusion, regular financial
statements, and regular self-assessments tests, online gamblers indicated that they would find it
“quite useful.” The Executive Director of the National Council on Problem Gambling, Keith
Whyte, testified before the U.S. Congress as follows:
The graphical and interactive structure of the internet provides a
revolutionary opportunity to create informed consumers with
access to a variety of information designed to encourage safe
choices and discourage unsafe behavior....
The technology also exists, unlike for other forms of gambling, to
allow players and operators to set limits on time, wagers, deposits,
etc...as well as to exclude themselves.321
D.

Concluding Remarks

Legislative restrictions have failed to prevent U.S. gamblers from engaging in online gambling.
Rather, those restrictions have led to additional business for Internet gambling operators beyond
the regulatory reach of the United States. The current environment lacks responsible gaming
features and safeguards offered to gamblers and limits publicly funded resources to educate the
populace about problem gambling. We believe that regulators should be able to design sufficient
protections to prevent any significant growth in problem gambling that results from legalization.
Operators licensed within the United States should be required to offer a best-in-the-world range
of services and resources for problem gamblers as well as to prevent underage gambling.
Moreover, a proportion of the tax revenues and licensing fees derived from the U.S.-based
industry could be used to substantially bolster the level of support for educational programs and
services. According to André Wilsenach, head of the Alderney Gambling Control Commission,
problem gamblers would receive “clear-cut” benefits from regulated online gambling, since landand river-based gaming does not provide the tools that are possible in an online environment.322
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APPENDIX A
Table 1 provides an overview of the 10 risks, providing for each:
•
•
•

an indication of protections afforded under the current U.S. regulatory framework;
an indication of the natural regulatory structure and strategy for control; and
comments regarding relevant technologies and tactics, and the respective role of
other parties.
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TABLE 1: Major Categories of Risk Related to Online Gambling

1.

Category

Existing Protection

Natural Regulatory
Structure & Strategy

Gambling by minors

No effective
protection.

Industry's short-run
incentives: supervisory .

Offshore sites range
from well regulated to
completely
unregulated.

Industry's long-run/strategic
view: cooperative .

Relevant Controls & Technologies
(Strongest form) Positive id matching at
player registration against existing
databases of known adults.
Range of weaker forms of age verification
available at player registration.
Provision of child-protective software for
parents, to keep minors off their parents’
accounts.

2.

Consumers
defrauded by site
operators

No effective
protection.
Offshore sites range
from well regulated to
completely
unregulated.

Supervisory:
Enforcement focus aimed at
disreputable operators.
Exclusion of bad actors.

Vetting applicants and monitoring existing
licensee behavior.
Licensee oversight that includes software
audits, mystery shopping, and betting
pattern monitoring by regulator.
Available complaint procedures: players
report directly to regulators and have
access to U.S. courts.

3.

Players cheated by
other players

Detection mostly by
other players.
Remedies unavailable
if sites deny the
problem.

Naturally cooperative:
Public and industry's
interests both served by
preserving integrity of
games.

Comprehensive data retention by sites.
Routine operation of pattern recognition
systems for anomaly detection.
Complaint procedures available for players
to report anomalies to operators and to
regulators.
Regulatory oversight of complaint
investigation and disposition.

4.

Involvement of
organized crime

No effective protection
with respect to
offshore activities.

Supervisory:
Enforcement focus aimed at
disreputable operators.
Exclusion of bad actors.

5.

Money laundering
by site operators

Offshore operations
subject to international
cooperative
enforcement efforts.

Supervisory:
Enforcement focus aimed at
disreputable operators.
Exclusion of bad actors.

6.

Money laundering
by players

No effective
protection.

Short-run incentives:
supervisory.
Long-run/strategic view:
cooperative.

Vetting applicants and monitoring existing
licensees/operators for
· criminal backgrounds,
· criminal associations, and
· hidden ownership interests.
Vetting applicants and monitoring existing
licensees/operators for
· criminal backgrounds,
· criminal associations, and
· hidden ownership interests.
Anti-money-laundering laws apply.
Comprehensive data retention by sites.
Details of every transaction recorded (not
possible in casinos).
Pattern recognition
· by operators as part of a
compliance operation, and
· by regulators as part of oversight
audit operation.
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TABLE 1 (continued): Major Categories of Risk Related to Online Gambling

7.

Category

Existing Protection

Natural Regulatory
Structure & Strategy

Violation of
jurisdictional
restrictions or
prohibitions

No effective
protection.

Short-run incentives:
supervisory.

States have no remedy
with respect to
offshore sites.

Long-run/strategic view:
cooperative.

Relevant Controls & Technologies
Right of government to prohibit or restrict
· operators within state, and
· services offered to residents by
operators outside of state.
Federal regulation of licensees that obliges
them to respect list of state
exclusions/restrictions.
Residence validation at player registration.
Geolocation monitoring for each player
session (e.g., by ISP analysis).
Regulatory audits of operators’ software
controls.
Mystery shopping/testing by states
exercising rights to restrict.
Federal and state remedy against licensed
operators through federal or state law.

8.

Breaches of data
confidentiality

No effective
protection.

Short-run incentives:
supervisory.

Offshore operators
outside U.S.
jurisdiction.

Long-run/strategic view:
cooperative.

Licensees subject to all U.S.-based
requirements regarding data
confidentiality.
Licensees subject to criminal sanctions and
civil liability for breaches/abuses.
Data-protection controls subject to audit.

9.

Communications and
computer security
failures

No effective
protection.

Short-run incentives:
supervisory.

Principal responsibility for state-of-the-art
security should rest with site operators.

Offshore operators
outside U.S.
jurisdiction.

Long-run/strategic view:
cooperative.

Civil liability for site operators with
respect to any harm to consumers.
Regulator’s role in auditing site security
software/systems.

10.

Problem gambling
behaviors

No effective
protection.

Short-run incentives:
supervisory.

Offshore sites range
from well regulated to
completely
unregulated.

Long-run/strategic view:
cooperative.

Site-imposed limitations & controls.
Self-imposed exclusion options.
Self-imposed limiting options.
Taxes and license-fee revenue distribution
can extend & enhance counseling &
support services.
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